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Abstract 

 
       This study is an empirical research that concentrates on the assessment of writing in 

English  in the 11th grade and in the Tawjihi exam  in Palestine. The study attempts to find out 

how English language teachers evaluate the writing section in the 11th grade and in the 

Tawjihi exam. It also investigates the practices and perceptions of high school English 

teachers towards evaluating the writing section in the 11th grade and in the Tawjihi exam. 

Moreover, it seeks to evaluate the Palestinian Ministry of Education Criteria for the 

assessment of writing for both the 11th and  12th grades. To achieve the above mentioned 

objectives, three instruments have been used to conduct the study; a two-part questionnaire, 

interviews with high school English teachers and English supervisors, scoring compositions 

and checking supervisors' reports. In general, the results show that the perceptions and 

practices of high school English teachers towards the assessment of writing and the use of 

feedback are medium. The results also show that although the Ministry recognizes the 

importance of writing assessment, this recognition does not seem to be clear in the teachers' 

practices which means that organizing training courses on writing assessment and feedback 

has now become essential. It is hoped that teachers, supervisors, administrators, researchers, 

and curriculum designers  can make use of the  results of  this research.       
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Chapter one 

 

1. Introduction 

        This chapter attempts to shed light on the importance of writing assessment. Then it 

focuses on the situation of writing and writing assessment in Palestine. It also includes 

statement of the problem, significance of the study, objectives of the study, research 

questions, limitations and the variables of the study. The chapter ends up with some 

definitions and abbreviations of the key terms used in the study. 

 

1.1. Importance of  Writing Assessment 

        English has been internationally used as the most significant language in the world. This 

importance is attributed to the wide spread of new technologies. It, therefore, becomes very 

important for every one to be used as an effective means of daily communication in almost 

every aspect of life. In particular, the skills of writing become the most essential component 

of language all over the world. That is, more concentration should be directed to teaching and 

learning the writing skill as well as its assessment at the same time. This is because the 

writing skill contributes in opening the way for students to be successful in their future jobs 

mainly in this IT (Information Technology) world (Warschauer 2000; Warschauer & Ware 

2006). 

         Both L1 and L2 teachers and students have always been affected by the results of the 

assessment of the writing ability. These results can be used for a number of administrative, 

instructional and research goals. Classroom teachers, in particular, make use of these results 

to improve, affect, organize and form their students acquired writing ability (Sheen & Lyster 

2010).  
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         Kuhs et. al. (2007) explained that the main aim of classroom assessment is to give 

students a clear picture about their levels and abilities. This information is beneficial to 

teachers, students and families.  For teachers, such information can help them design new 

lessons according to the levels and needs of their students. They agreed that the evaluation of 

writing could help teachers to: 

1-suggest new plans and strategies to simplify the writing teaching process. 

2-know more about their students' progress. 

3-gather more information about their students' grades and levels.  

4- weigh the strengths of their teaching strategies and curricula. 

5-get some feedback on students' progress for the purpose of promotion, retention, and 

suggest special and assistant  programs to meet their needs.  

         Assessment of writing is very beneficial to students in two main ways. On the one hand, 

the results of the writing assessment may provide students with good feedback about their 

performance. When they receive the results of a writing test, they become aware of their  

mistakes and try to avoid them in future tasks. For example, if a student writes an essay with 

good content but with several grammatical errors, he will be motivated to avoid and reduce 

these errors in an attempt to get a higher grade in writing other essays in the future. On the 

other hand, assessment of writing may also encourage students to increase their practice on 

the writing skill at home, especially when they know that they are going to be evaluated. 

(Kuhs et al. , 2007). 

        As for families, writing assessment also provides good information to parents. This 

information helps them follow their children's progress. If they feel that their children's 

performance is poor or weak, they can encourage, assist, and arrange special lessons for them. 

This assessment also helps parents to form a clear picture about their children's school and 

teachers, either positively or negatively.  
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        Now, it has become obvious that there is an urgent demand for valid and reliable 

methods for examining and assessing the writing ability in order to achieve academic success 

in the classroom .  For all these reasons, it is essential for teachers to use and follow  writing 

assessment practices that provide true information about high school students' learning and 

their progress.  

        English teachers, practitioners and researchers should be aware of the important role of 

assessment in general and the importance of the assessment of writing in particular. They 

should also be aware of all issues related to  the evaluation of writing and feedback. There are 

a number of issues related to the skill of writing and its assessment. Several questions are 

asked in this field by many researchers and linguists. The researcher is going to mention 

samples of these questions so that the reader can form a clear picture about the possible issues 

that can be researched and discussed in the field of the assessment of writing. Weigle (2002), 

for example, stated some of these questions. These questions include the following: 

1-What are testing? That is, how should the writing ability be defined, should teachers mainly 

focus on grammatical sentences (form) or on specific communication functions (meaning)?  

2-what is the aim of testing the writing skill? What should be done with the results of the 

writing tests? 

 3-Who is supposed to score the writing tests, and what standards will be used? How can we 

make sure that raters follow and stick to them?   

4-How much do assessment procedures influence students' writing performance? 

5-What comments should be given to students on their writing? 

6-Is it effective to train raters? 

7-Do raters' perceptions and backgrounds influence their assessment of EFL writing? (Weigle, 

2002: p.2). 
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        As a high school teacher, the researcher is aware of all these questions. Since it is 

difficult to cover all the issues included in these questions, some of them will be excluded. 

However, he will concentrate on the questions or the issues related to teachers' practices and 

perceptions. In his study, he will also discuss issues related to the effectiveness of rater 

training and the scoring procedures that can be used in evaluating the writing skill. 

 

1.2. Writing in Palestine 

        The Palestinian Ministry of Education considers these questions. It realizes the 

importance of all the English skills in general and the writing skill in particular. The syllabus 

designers of English for Palestine, the new Palestinian curriculum, say that English for 

Palestine is a modern, communicative course which has been specially written for schools in 

Palestine. The 11th and 12th grades systematically develop competence in the four skills 

(listening, speaking, reading and writing) and encourage students to become confident users 

of English. 

        In English for Palestine, especially the 11th and 12th grades, various writing tasks are 

included such as, summarizing texts, writing paragraphs, compositions, CVs, and letters. 

Therefore, students are required to be examined in all these tasks. 11th grade students are 

tested at school by their English teachers; whereas, 12th grade students are tested both at 

school and in the General Secondary Certificate Exam. 

          The Ministry of Education realizes the main objectives of any piece of writing that is to 

write clearly and communicate effectively. This means that, in whatever type of writing, the 

student should be able to convey his/her message and affect the reader using a good language.  

        The Ministry of Education does not also neglect the strong connection between both the 

objectives of writing and the assessment of the writing tasks. Therefore, it gives some 

explanations concerning the assessment of a written work for high school students. In the 
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teacher's book of both the 11th and 12th grades, syllabus designers focus on assessing 

extended writing such as, paragraphs and longer compositions in which there is no single 

'right answer'. 

To assess a piece of writing according to syllabus designers teachers must look at a number of 

factors: 

    1-Does it communicate meaning successfully? (clearly understandable) 

     2-Is it accurate? (correct grammar, spelling, vocabulary, punctuation) 

     3-Does it use a wide  range of language? (only simple words and structures, or more 

sophisticated ones as well) 

     4-Is the language appropriate? (formal/informal, suitable for the context) 

     5-Is it reasonably fluent? (linked sentences, text not too short) 

     6-Is the text well- organized? (paragraphing, logical flow) (English for Palestine 12: 

Teacher's Book: 2006: 17).                

        They also stated a recommended method for the assessment of writing. This method 

includes the following items: 

     1-General communicative success 

     2-Accuracy of language, spelling and punctuation 

     3-Range and appropriacy of language 

     4-Fluency and text organization (for the distribution of marks, see Appendix D) (English 

for Palestine 12: Teacher's Book, 2006: 17).  

       Teachers are required to be careful about these factors and follow this recommended 

method in assessing their students' writing in the classroom. 

      As for the 12th grade,  the assessment committee  is given  standards  especially for 

scoring writing. The Ministry of Education introduces these standards every year to assess 
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12th grade writing in the GSCE. Teachers are required to follow every item in these 

standards. These standards  include the following  general points:- 

     1-The composition should be corrected out of 20 . 

     2-No full mark is given. 

     3-The highest grade is 19. 

     4-If a student writes only a title, he/she is given zero. 

     5-If the student writes the title with the composition, the title will be given 2 marks. 

     6-If  ideas do not relate to the given topic, a student is also given zero.  

     7-Partly external subject is corrected out of 12 marks instead of 20. 

     8-Writing ideas without employing or expanding them deserves zero. 

         The criteria have three main items. These are the ideas, the style and the language (for 

the subdivisions of these items and for the distribution of marks, see Appendix E). 

        The assessment of writing is seen to be neglected in the Palestinian high schools and 

misused by raters in the GSCE in spite of the efforts the Ministry of Education exerts in this 

area. High school teachers need to know more about writing assessment practices, their 

importance and applications. Consequently, they are required to follow the writing assessment 

instructions mentioned in the teacher's book and the criteria given in the GSCE. 

         The broad aim of this study is to evaluate the assessment practices in English for high 

school Palestinian students. In particular, it tries to touch upon three major issues related to 

the assessment of the writing skill in the high schools in Palestine. First, it investigates the 

perceptions of high school teachers towards the assessment of the writing skill. Then, it tries 

to find how high school teachers evaluate the students' compositions at school and in GSCE. 

Finally, the study seeks to highlight the most appropriate guidelines for assessing writing and 

to find out to what extent the Palestinian recommended criteria is related to the widely-

accepted analytical scoring approach of Jacobs' et al (1983) which is used in the Test of 
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Written English (see Appendix G). The researcher hopes that he can contribute by giving 

some suggestions and recommendations in an attempt to develop and improve the evaluation 

of the writing skill at high schools in Palestine. 

1.3. Statement of the Problem                                                                                                                                             

         Writing is a key skill in EFL and ESL and all teachers need to evaluate their students' 

writing abilities (Weigle, 2002). The issues surrounding the assessment of high school 

Palestinian students' writing abilities are becoming more and more relevant in the age of 

global communication. Evaluating their writing is considered as one of the most problematic  

issues  in English language use in general and for Palestinian English teachers in particular. 

This is because teachers use different tools or styles in evaluating their written work since 

there is not a specific tool which may lead  to objectivity, neutrality and reliability far away 

from personal impression. To the best of the researcher's knowledge, high school teachers in 

Palestine do not follow the writing guidelines and the recommended method of scoring 

writing provided by the assessment committee in the Ministry of Education (see Appendices 

D & E).  

 

1.4. Significance of the Study 

        The present study is an attempt to investigate the perceptions and the assessment 

practices of high school English teachers concerning English writing for Palestinian 

secondary school students. It is hoped that this study will contribute in improving the teaching 

and the learning of the writing skill.  

        Since evaluating writing is a central issue, it  provides valuable feedback on EFL writing 

to both students and teachers. Reliable assessment will also benefit practitioners and syllabus 

designers in guiding them to review their objectives and plans of teaching and scoring the 

writing skill in secondary schools. According to the researcher's knowledge, very few studies 
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have been conducted on both high school English perceptions, assessment practices and 

feedback of EFL writing in Palestine. 

 

1.5. Objectives of the Study 

The present study attempts to:   

-  investigate high school teachers' perceptions and practices towards the writing section. 

- highlight the most appropriate approach or approaches of scoring high school students' 

writing. 

- help teachers use the most suitable, reliable and effective scoring rubric in assessing their 

students' written work. 

- emphasize the importance of using corrective feedback in writing. 

 

1.6. Research questions 

        This study attempts to answer the following questions: 

1-To what extent do high school English teachers practise assessing writing and give 

feedback for their students' written work?  

2-What are the most frequent practices of high school English teachers in assessing writing 

and giving feedback? 

3-What is the extent of high school English teachers' perceptions towards assessing writing 

and giving feedback?   

4-What are the high school English teachers' perceptions in regard to the assessment of 

writing and the use of feedback? 

5-What are the most appropriate guidelines for evaluating the writing skill of high school 

students in Palestine? 
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6-What comments do supervisors provide teachers in regard to their practices in assessing 

writing ? 

7-What kind of writing corrective feedback is used by 11th  and 12th  grade teachers? 

8-How often do high school English teachers receive training courses in assessing writing and 

giving feedback?  

                                                                                      

1.7. Limitations of the Study 

        The study is conducted to investigate the perceptions and practices of high school 

English teachers towards the writing assessment and feedback in Palestine. Thus, it is limited 

to high school level, that is, the investigation of the writing assessment and feedback does not 

cover all levels. The teachers who participated in this study are high school teachers in the 

second semester of (2011-2012). All of them are from Hebron District in Palestine. The 

students are from the 11th and 12th grades in the second semester of the academic year (2011-

2012).  

 

1.8. Variables of the Study 

        The study includes two dependent variables and five independent variables:                                              

          

1.8.1. Dependent Variables 

         The dependent variables include the investigation of both the practices and the 

perceptions of high school teachers towards assessing writing and giving feedback. (20) Items 

are given for each variable in a two-part questionnaire for high school teachers to respond to. 

The aim after these Items is to investigate both high school teachers' practices and perceptions 

in relation to assessing writing and giving feedback in addition to the relationship between 

these  variables.      
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1.8.2. Independent Variables 

         The independent variables include the years of experience, gender, directorate, the 

classes being taught  and academic qualifications. The researcher uses these variables in order 

to show the variety of the participants of the study.                

                                                                                                                                                         

1.9. Definitions and abbreviations of key terms 

        The following list will include some definitions and abbreviations which are frequently 

used in this research. 

Holistic Scoring: "it is the assessment of the overall proficiency of a given written text" 

(Perkins, 1983:  652). 

Analytical Scoring: "it is a scoring technique which involves the separation of various 

features of a composition into components" ( Jacob et al. 1983:  213). 

Primary Trait Scoring: "it is an evaluation scheme. In this type, scores are assigned 

holistically based on a certain feature in the writing text" ( Perkins 1983:  658). 

Feedback: it is a frequent practice in the field of education and in learning in general. It 

typically involves a student receiving either formal or informal feedback on his or her 

performance on various tasks by the teacher  (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia). 

Local Errors: errors that do not go beyond the clause or sentence level. Examples of local 

errors include lack of agreements, misuse or missing articles, or verb phrase errors that do not 

impede comprehension" (Burt and Kiparsky 1974). 

Global Errors: errors that can affect the comprehension of meaning by causing confusion in 

the relationships between the main parts of the discourse. The misuse of or absence of logical 

connectors, the lack of proper tense sequences, the misuse of pronouns, and errors involving 

other features of language that create cohesive and coherence discourse across sentences are 

god examples of global errors ( Burt and Kiparsky, 1974).   
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English for Palestine: "a 12-year course in general English, was written specially for schools 

in Palestine to achieve the aims of the MEHE as described in detail in the Ministry's English 

Language Curriculum for Public Schools (1999). The course takes learners from the first level 

for beginners in Grade 1 to school-leaving in Grade 12" (Maraqa, W. 2010: 9). 

General Secondary Certificate Exam(GSCE) Tawjihi: "it's an examination held by the 

MEHE at the end of the second secondary school year in all school subjects. Success in this 

exam is a requirement for all students to continue their university education" (Maraqa, W. 

2010: 9). 

MEHE: Ministry of Education and Higher Education. 

English as a Second Language (ESL): "it is the language which has some specific functions 

within a multilingual society or minority groups, and is learnt after the mother tongue" ( Al 

Mutawa, N. & Kailani, T . 1989:  2). 

English as a Foreign Language (EFL): "it is the language which has no internal function in 

the learner's country. It is learnt in order to communicate with native speakers or 

interlanguage users of the foreign language"  ( Al Mutawa, N. & Kailani, T . 1989:  3). 

Rubric: it is a scoring tool for subjective assessments. It is a set of criteria and standards 

linked to learning objectives that is used to assess a student's performance on papers, projects, 

essays, and other assignments. Rubrics allow for standardized evaluation according to 

specified criteria, making grading simpler and more transparent.  

         The rubric is an attempt to delineate consistent assessment criteria for grading. Because 

the criteria are public, a rubric allows teachers and students alike to evaluate criteria, which 

can be complex and subjective. Rubrics also provide a basis for self-evaluation, reflection, 

and peer review. It is aimed at accurate and fair assessment, fostering understanding and 

indicating the way to proceed with subsequent learning/teaching. This integration of 

performance and feedback is called "ongoing assessment (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia). 
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Portfolio Assessment: "a portfolio can be defined as  a collection of students written  texts 

written for different purposes over a period of time" ( Northwest Evaluation Association, 

1991: 4, cited in Weigle, 2002:  198).                                                                                                                          

Reliable Assessment: "a reliable assessment provides consistent results, no matter who 

conducts the assessment. Because writing assessment often involves more than one rater 

scoring student performances, it can also involve interrater reliability, a measure of the degree 

of consistency from one rater judgment to another. A student’s score thus might depend upon 

the bias of the reader rather than upon the document or product being assessed. Attention to 

reliability is an integral part of any judgment to another. A student’s score thus might depend 

upon the bias of the reader rather than upon the document or product being assessed. 

Attention to reliability is an integral part of an responsible validity argument" (American 

Educational Research Association,1999: 12). 

Inter-reliability (agreement between raters): "it refers to the tendency of different raters to 

give the same score to the same scripts"  (Weigle,  2002:  134-135).   

Intra-reliability (self-consistency): it refers to the tendency of a rater to give the same score 

to the same script on different occasions"  (Weigle,  2002:  134-135).   

Cohesion: the unity and consistency of thought, logic and structure (Troike, 2006). 

Coherence: "reasonable connection or relation between ideas, agreements and statements" 

(Longman, 1997:  204). 

Experienced: "possessing skills or knowledge because you have done something often or for 

a long time" (Longman, 1997:  383). 

TWE: a required component of the computer-based TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign 

Language) ( Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia). 
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1.10. Summary 

        This chapter started by shedding light on the significance of the writing skill in general 

and the writing assessment in particular. Then, it focused on writing and writing assessment in 

Palestine. The researcher also stated the statement of the problem, the significance of the 

study, the objectives of the study, the research questions, the limitations and the variables of 

the study. The chapter ended up with some important definitions and abbreviations of key 

terms. The following chapter will include the most relevant studies to the present thesis.  
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Chapter Two 

               

2. Literature Review  

         This chapter reviews literature on writing assessment and feedback. The review will 

include linguists points of view on both the writing assessment and feedback, in addition to 

several studies on the subject that may also provide a good background. The literature will 

include the following issues: the assessment of EFL students' writing, scoring procedures, the 

effects of feedback, rater training and background.                                                                                  

 

2.1. Assessment of ESL Students' Writing  

        A big research has been recently seen on the writing skill, especially, in the field of 

Teaching English as a Second Language (TESOL) (Flowerdew & Peacock, 2001) cited in 

Baik, 2008: 2. This research is due to the natural growth of English not just as a global 

language used in trade and commerce among countries, but as a significant language used 

officially in academic institutions such as schools and universities (Hyland & Hamp-Lyons, 

2002:1). In general, the main aim of this research has been to know about what type of 

writing students are supposed to do, their writing obstacles, and how students' writing is 

evaluated by their teachers (Hamp-Lyons, 1991). The results of these studies have benefited 

school teachers, curriculum developers, test-designers and university lecturers (Casanave & 

Hubbard, 1992) cited in Baik, 2008: 2. 

        Most of the studies have concentrated on the errors non-native students make in their 

writing and teachers' attitudes towards them. Many other studies have focused on teachers' 

points of view concerning ESL students’ writing and their literacy skills (e.g. Jenkins et. al., 

1993 & Zhu, 2002) cited in Baik, 2008: 2. Other studies have investigated teachers' reactions 

to grammar errors and language use (e.g. Santos, 1988; Janopoulos, 1992; Vann et al. , 
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1984,1991). For instance, the interviewed teachers in Santos's (1988) study identified many 

‘weaknesses’ related to ‘academic illiteracy’ including: the choice of limited vocabulary, lack 

of appropriate examples related to the concepts, and the absence of objectivity. 

        Zhu (2004) also conducted some interviews with teachers. She asked them about their 

thoughts concerning NNS students’ writing. The results of her study showed that teachers 

gave more importance to content and accuracy of information. However, the majority of the 

interviewees said that that their students suffered from several problems related to grammar 

and language use. 

        A lot of studies also focus on both the teachers' reactions to certain features of ESL 

students’ compositions, and investigate how teachers make their decisions while assessing 

ESL compositions (e.g. Vaughan, 1992; Cumming et al., 2002). Cumming et al’s (2002) 

considered  the decisions that teachers make while assessing writing.  

        Vaughan (1991) also examined what exactly goes on in trained teachers’ minds while 

they were assessing essays using the holistic approach. The subjects of her study taught at the 

same university and with a big experience in applying the holistic scoring. She asked them to 

read and grade six written essays. Two of them were written by native English-speaking (NS) 

students, and the other four were written by NNS who came from 4 different language 

backgrounds (Chinese, Hebrew, French, Spanish). All of them had been in the United States 

for about 3.5 to 6 years. As mentioned in (Baik 2008: 3) the results of her study showed that 

in spite of their similar experience, the teachers had individual approaches in reading essays 

and that they focused on different essay features. Some raters concentrated on ‘handwriting’ 

and considered it as a problem while others looked at an essay to examine the use of metaphor 

and so on (Vaughan, 1991:121). 
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       Concerning content, it has been found in literature that it is the main concern in ESL 

students' writing. It has also been found that NS students are differently evaluated to 

ESL/NNS students. 

        Sheehan (2002) in her study, presented some results which revealed that most of the 

teachers were interested in issues of reliable scoring and using similar standards. Many of her 

colleagues reported that they evaluated the writing skill for both NS and NNS students using 

similar standards. They were looking for 'error free prose' which is grammatically correct. 

Some of them stated that they generally graded or assessed the writing of NNS students less 

firmly than the work of NS (Sheehan, 2002:16). Some other teachers in her study commented 

that they concentrated on knowledge (content) in NNS students' essays where as they focused 

on standard written English (form) while evaluating NS students' essays.   

        Jenkins et al (1993) studied the state of the writing assessment practices of some teachers 

in an engineering program. The study attempted to investigate the degree of using standards 

with students from different backgrounds. The results of the study showed that 36% of the 

teachers said that they did not use the same standards when assessing the written work of NS 

and NNS graduate students. 25% of the teachers said that they focused on the sentence level 

features such as grammar, vocabulary, punctuation and spelling and these features were 

assessed less firmly. About (21%) said that they did not use the same standards for evaluating 

the general writing ability of NNS students. This means that they used more flexible standards 

when evaluating generally the overall features of the written text . 

         Baik (2008) conducted a study on teachers' beliefs and practices in assessing the 

academic writing of their students' written work. In general, the study aimed to find how 

teachers assess their students' academic writing. It specifically addressed two questions: What 

factors inform or influence teachers' assessment of students' written work? How tolerant are 

teachers to their students' writing errors? Issues to do with reliability and bias were discussed. 
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The results of the study revealed that there were tensions conflicts between what teachers 

believe about writing assessment and how they actually do in grading and marking their 

students' written work. Teachers were influenced by a range of factors in assessing writing 

such as background, age, years of teaching and academic positions. At the end, the researcher 

suggested that research on assessment practices is important in developing appropriate writing 

assessment polices.  

          The previous discussion of the studies about the assessment of writing has shown 

different results and points of view concerning this central issue. Still, there is other aspects 

that can also be discussed in relation to the scoring approaches teachers use in assessing the 

writing skill.  

 

2.2. Scoring approaches 

         One of the most significant issues in limiting a appropriate system for scoring is the kind 

of the writing scale that should be followed. In other words, do we need to give a single mark 

for each essay, or do we have to focus on several aspects in scoring our students' essays? This 

issue has gained  a very big concern in the research and the discussion over the past three 

decades (Kroll, 2003).  

         A number of scoring approaches can be used to focus on either the general quality of a 

text or a specific feature or construct within a text, such as a linguistic accuracy or syntactic 

complexity. Some researchers look at an aspect of the lexicon, content, mechanics, or 

coherence and discourse features Kroll, (2003). Choosing the best measure is not usually 

straightforward. Researchers who want to limit the quality of a complete text may choose 

from a range of holistic standards, which give one overall score to an essay, such as the Test 

of Written English Scale, used for example, in the study by Engber (1995) on lexical 

proficiency. Another choice is a composite score which can be taken from the sum of scores 
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assigned for various features of a text in what so called the analytical scale. Thus, teachers'  

response to students' written compositions has generally taken two forms, holistically and 

analytically:-                                                                                                          

1- The first is by giving corrective feedback on the microlevel. Various kinds of qualitative 

feedback can be given to students through teacher commentary, peer-editing, and self- editing 

using guidelines, codes, or checklists.                           

2- The second is by giving an overall evaluation in the form of a grade. This type of 

assessment can be given using a variety of scoring schemes and objective techniques.                                                                                           

      Perkins (1983) has outlined the following assumptions, procedures, and consequences of 

using three types of scoring in the assessment of writing:- 

 

2.2.1. Holistic Scoring  

         When teachers try to evaluate the general ability or proficiency of their students' written 

work, holistic scoring will be the best (Perkins, 1983).  In this kind of scoring procedure, one 

or more teachers give a single grade to a text based on an overall impression. According to 

him, the standards used in giving this general impression might include some of the 

following:                            

 a-The clarity of the topic and how it is stated, developed, and supported.                   

b-The effectiveness with which an issue has been raised, treated, and resolved.    

c-Enough support and development of the topic for the reader.           

 d-The extent to which the writer has considered the needs of his readers.                                                                                                      

e-The degree of grammatical and lexical cohesion and overall coherence of the piece.                                                                                                             

f-The degree and effectiveness of the use of rhetorical devices. (Perkins, 1983:  652)                                                             
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2.2.1.1. Drawbacks of the holistic scoring method 

         Perkins (1983) explained the following shortcomings for the holistic scoring approach: 

a-Holistic evaluation is done quickly relying mostly on personal impressions.                                

b-It is highly subjective.                                                                               

c-Familiarity with the student, and changing standards from one paper to another may affect 

the scoring and  lead to unreliability.                                  

d-Subjectivity resulted from this kind of scoring may become clearer, especially when 

compositions are scored by more than one teacher. If judges show different weights to the 

scoring  standards, then it becomes difficult to receive reliable scores.                                                    

         But the best way to overcome the problem of subjectivity is by giving more emphasis on 

teacher's competence, training and practice. If teachers are given specific and common 

standards with practical applications to these standards and with a variety of writing samples, 

success in using the holistic approach will be possible.               

         Weigle (2002), on one hand, states that holistic scoring has been widely implemented in 

writing assessment in the last 25 years. She indicates that this approach has  some positive 

features. Practically, holistic scoring is faster and therefore does not need a lot of time in 

reading a paper. Teachers do not need to read several times, each time looking for different 

features of the writing. On the other hand, White (1985) points out that holistic scoring is 

supposed  to focus the reader's attention on the positive points of the writing, not on its 

negative points. He also argues that holistic scoring is more valid than analytical scoring 

approaches since it reflects most closely the authentic, personal reaction of a reader to a piece 

of writing.                                                    
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2.2.2. Analytical Scoring                                                                                        

          This method deals with "the separation of the various features of a composition into 

components for scoring goals" Gaudiani (1981) and Jacobs et al. (1983) cited in Al Mutawa 

(1989: 343). That is,  scoring compositions is based on several aspects of writing or criteria 

rather than a single score. One of the advantages of dealing with scoring features separately, is 

that more accurate diagnostic feedback can be given to the student. This is because teachers' 

standards are more focused, and so grading tends to be  more reliable as well. That is why the 

analytical scoring approach is preferred over the holistic approach by many writing 

specialists,  (like Jacobs et al :1983, Weigle: 2002, and Kroll: 1990).                                                                                      

          One of the best and most widely used analytic scales in ESL was created by Jacobs' et 

al. (1983) (see Appendix G). In Jacobs' et al. scale, scripts are rated on five aspects of writing: 

content, organization, vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. The five aspects are 

differentially weighed. The highest score is given first to content (30 points), and then 

language use (25 points), with organization and vocabulary weighted equally (20 points) and 

mechanics receiving very little emphasis (5 points) (Weigle, 2002).                                                                                        

         Another well-known analytical scoring schemes was  introduced by  Gaudiani (1981) 

(see Appendix F ). In Gaudiani's analytical scale, scripts are scored on four aspects of writing: 

grammar and vocabulary, style, organization and content. Unlike Jacobs' et al scale, each 

aspect is given a symbol (A, B, C, D, or F) to show the level of the student.                                                           

          Weigle (2002) found out that analytical scoring has a number of advantages over the 

other scoring approaches. First, some research suggests that analytical scoring is more useful 

in rater training, as inexperienced raters can more easily understand and apply the criteria in 

separate scales than in holistic scales. Second, analytical scoring can be more reliable than 

holistic scoring because reliability tends to increase when further items are added. So, a 

scoring scheme in which multiple scores are given to each script tends to improve reliability. 
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Finally, using an analytical scoring guide rather than a holistic one can have beneficial effects 

as it provides more information about the strengths and weaknesses of students and may allow 

teachers and curriculum designers to modify instructions more closely in an attempt match 

their students' needs.                              

         Kroll (1990) preferred and supported analytical approaches, especially Jacobs' et al. She 

stated that: "The best-known scoring procedure for ESL writing is the ESL composition 

Profile (Jacobs' et al. 1983), which uses scale with  four steps to judge five different traits, 

each trait being differentially weighed, with scores reported both separated and in 

combination". (Kroll, 1990:87)                                                                       

    

2.2.2.1. Disadvantages of the analytical scoring technique 

         Perkins (1983) states that analytical scoring techniques may have several 

disadvantages:-                                                                                         

a-A piece of writing is more than the sum of its parts, and analytical scoring may separate the 

aspects of the writing from their general context.                                               

b-The highest score on any given feature may represent a standard that is too much to expect 

from writers at a given level of proficiency.                              

c-Scoring weights ought to be adjusted, to reflect the type of discourse, since scales with 

equal weights are not sensitive to variations in goals, writer's role, or conception of the reader. 

d-The procedure is relatively time consuming. 

          The teachers who use analytical scoring techniques may want to keep these features in 

mind and adjust their grading procedures from time to time. 
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2.2.3. Primary Trait Scoring                                                                                   

         "Primary trait scoring is most closely associated with the work of Lloyd-Jones (1977) 

for the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), a large- scale testing program 

for schools in the US" (Weigle, 2002: 110).                                               

          In this type of assessment, scores are given holistically in which emphasis is directed to 

a certain aspect of writing, such as the organization or the structure, the vocabulary or the 

style. Teachers are required to decide to what extent the writing sample matches certain 

characteristics (primary traits) that are important to fulfill a given writing goal. For instance, if 

a student's essay aimed at convincing others to adopt a certain point or issue, the grade might 

be based on the number of reasons given in the support of his argument, the elaboration of 

those reasons,  the authorities to whom he appealed, and other features of the discourse 

related to the function of persuasion (Perkins, 1983).                                                                                                         

        One clear advantage of this type of scoring is that it concentrates on the purpose of 

writing task directly. However, Perkins (1983) stated two drawbacks for this grading 

procedure:-                                                                

a-It neglects other features of writing which are also important in the composing process.  

b-This kind of scoring lacks objectivity and  can be time consuming.                               

         Because of this, primary trait scoring has not been generally used by many assessment 

programs although it may provide some rich information about student's abilities in certain 

features.                                                                     

         Weigle (2002) points out that in second-language writing assessment, primary trait 

assessment is not widely adopted, and she adds that little information has existed on how 

primary trait scoring might be applied in second-language testing.  

         However,  Hamp-Lyons (2004) points out, primary trait scoring may in particular have a 

great value for second-language learners in a school context. That is why parents who are not 
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proficient in the language of the school can make use of the description of what their children 

are capable of doing with certain language features. 

                                                         

2.3. The effects of feedback and evaluation of writing 

         On the one hand, Semke (1984), Zamel (1985), and Cohen (1987) conducted several 

empirical studies on the effects of feedback and evaluation in ESL and EFL writing.  These 

studies indicated that corrective feedback on form was not beneficial and the results 

concerning this point were also contradictory.                                                   .  

         In Semke's study (1984), German students who were given no corrective feedback on 

form and were scored only on the amount of communication, responded more positively to 

that type of treatment than students who were graded on accuracy alone and had obtained 

some kind of corrective feedback from the teacher in class. However, it was possible that the 

effects of grading and feedback strategy were beneficial. This was because the group of 

students who obtained no  corrective feedback were rewarded for the amount of writing only 

and the others who were given corrective feedback were rewarded only for accuracy. Students 

in the no-feedback condition were also asked to write twice as much for students in the other 

groups. 

       Zamel's (1985) in his study, revealed similar results. He found that teachers' feedback on 

advanced ESL compositions was often inconsistent and contradictory and that might lead to 

ineffectiveness in error correction.                                                                                  

       Cohen (1987) also investigated a number of students' responses to feedback on their 

compositions. He found that teachers' comments were often confusing, vague, and 

inconsistent and that most comments concentrated exclusively on form. Moreover, most of 

the students in his study were not asked to write a second draft after receiving the teacher's 

comments. He recommended that teachers should focus more on process in their comments 
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and use multi draft assignments. Students should also be taught how to use feedback to 

enhance their writing skills.             

        On the other hand, the studies carried out by Lalande (1982), Fathman and Whalley 

(1985;1990) and Rieken (1991) have shown beneficial results from teachers corrective 

feedback on compositions of second and foreign language learners.  

Lalande (1982) investigated the effects of self-correction compared with teacher correction on 

compositions of collage German classes. The students in the control group were corrected by 

their teachers and asked to rewrite their compositions. Students in the experimental group 

received error codes and charts indicating where they had committed errors and where asked 

to depend on self-correction using their aids. Self-correction in this second condition was 

done in class, with students involved in problem-solving using the codes, their texts, and 

teacher or peer assistance if necessary. The self-correcting group had statistically fewer errors 

from those who received teacher correction. Lalande concluded that the combination of 

awareness of one's errors and rewriting with problem solving techniques was significantly 

beneficial for developing writing skills. 

       Fathman and Whaley (1990) found that when teachers underlined grammatical errors in 

their students' texts, students made fewer grammatical errors in rewriting their essays than 

when such feedback was provided. Their study also showed that grammatical and content 

feedback can beneficially be given at the same time without making any kind of 

discouragement for the students. At the end, the authors concluded that  feedback on grammar 

and content, whether given alone or in group, affect rewriting positively. They also found that 

feedback on grammar had affected the correction of errors more than feedback on content 

especially, when students tried to improve the content of the second draft.  

       Rieken (1991) studied the possibility that there could be an interaction between feedback 

type and cognitive style. She investigated three various levels of feedback on the writing of 
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high school students of French who were different in the cognitive–style dimension. She tested 

the effects of 1-no corrective feedback 2-indirect correction through real comments in which 

corrections were coded. and 3-direct correction of errors on students frequency and accuracy. 

All students received positive evaluative comments on their composition and were asked to 

rewrite them. She found that students who had direct and clear correction were more accurate. 

When accuracy was calculated on the number of verbs uses. She found that there were no 

significant differences among groups on frequency of use of the past tense. She also found no 

differences among groups on a post treatment cloze test except among students with low field-

independence (FI). Low FI students who had had direct and clear correction wrote more 

accurately on the cloze test than low FI students in the other feedback situations. The results 

suggest that various correction strategies may be differently affected students depending on 

their cognitive style.                                 

       She also found a significant teacher effect, a direction that is neglected in several empirical 

studies. There are new dimensions such as the teacher's perception toward correction, how it is  

offered to students and their own feelings about teachers in general. These are some of the 

significant factors that may affect the correction strategies.                                                                              

         Chandler (2003) had also given several significant ideas in relation to the correction of 

students' errors in writing. The following points can best summarize these ideas:                                                                                                           

1- It is important to distinguish between serious and minor errors. This will indeed be the 

right guide in correcting and dealing with their students' errors.  

2-Teachers should give priorities to what they are correcting or scoring. They do not need to 

concentrate on form because they may think that it is the most important thing in writing. 

Most teachers focus on surface errors, and so deal with their students' compositions as if they 

are "series of separate sentences or even clauses, rather than as a whole unit of discourse." 

(Zamel, 1985: p.86)              
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 3-Low level students will find it difficult to find the suitable word, and so they need more 

models. Correct vocabulary choices should also be given by teachers.                                                                       

4-It is preferable to distinguish between students who have attempted to write and students 

who have not. Students should not be judged only for their mistakes in spelling, punctuation, 

and capitalization.                                                           

5-Teachers ought to use consistent and specific approaches to indicate to their students the 

type of errors and their positions. It is useful to use symbols if teachers train their students on 

what they actually mean.                                                

6-Consistency in writing comments on content is always important. Teachers must avoid 

using interdict comments. Instead, they should use a set of clear and direct comments 

including both positive and negative areas of the student's paper.                                                                

7- It has been found that direct correction is more beneficial for low level students rather than 

indirect correction. Again,  symbols should be  used and the place of errors should also be 

specified.                                                                                           

8-It has also been found that students who receive feedback and self correct their mistakes are 

more likely to develop their linguistic competence than those who receive no feedback.                                                                                       

9- Finally, in giving corrective feedback, it is advisable to use pink pens and put smiling faces 

as a kind of encouragement. If our goal is to win the student instead of discouraging him, 

teachers should always think and look for ways of giving feedback without losing the student.                                        

         Chastain (1990) investigated the effects of grading compositions on the quality of  the 

students' composition. His study focused on the compositions of 14 advanced undergraduate 

Spanish students. Most of them were majors in their third or fourth year and who were 

characterized by the researcher as having "good" language skills and highly motivated. The 

course emphasized 'process' over 'product' and students were supposed to write second drafts 

before giving their final drafts to be graded. Compositions in this study were written in groups 
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of three,  the first two of which were ungraded and the third one graded. Near the end of the 

semester, Chastain examined only one composition from each group in the class. The results 

showed that students wrote significantly more for the graded composition than for the 

ungraded and used significantly longer and more complex sentences. He also found no similar 

results in the two compositions concerning the errors of content and organization. Chastain 

finally noted that the percentage of errors to total words was very low (less than 5% in the 

whole class) (p.11).  

          Ruetten (1994) investigated holistically-scored writing proficiency exams, comparing 

ESL students and native English speakers. Her results showed that large number of ESL 

students fail this exam. She then explains the benefits of portfolio assessment for all students, 

as it better reflects the complex nature of the writing process. She suggested that teachers 

should be trained in evaluating ESL errors in order to avoid overemphasis on surface errors 

which should not be given much concern.  

         Hamp-Lyons (1991) also pointed to strong deep reactions to the low-level surface errors 

of ESL students by raters in university writing exams, and in a later work (Hamp-Lyons, 

2004) warns of the discouragement that the holistic scoring may do to ESL students in 

particular. 

 

2.4. Rater training and background                                                                  

          In an attempt to reduce or even eradicate the variability in teachers' scores and 

therefore, increase the reliability of subjective scorings, emphasis has been made to improve 

certain aspects of the scoring process, most notably via rater training (McIntyre, 1993; 

Weigle, 1994). 

         Rater training refers to the process in which judges are re-introduced to the assessment 

standards and then needed to rate a number of compositions according to these standards in 
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order to achieve a common explanations of their meaning. Various representative writing 

models at a range of proficiency levels are always chosen, including some which are 

problematic in terms of their performance at one or other level. Rater training serves to 

change rater predictions of the writing task demands and the writer's characteristics and to 

verify the different features of the rating scale, so that levels of rater variability can be 

decreased. 

         Training has been found to minimize the differences between raters in terms of severity, 

to raise the self-consistency of individual raters by decreasing random error and also to 

counteract individual troubles related to the various aspects of the rating situation (i.e. task, 

scale and student) (McIntyre, 1993; Weigle, 1994: 1998). 

         Nevertheless, the benefits of training raters has been questioned by a number of 

researchers. It has been argued, for instance, that motivating raters to achieve agreement may 

make them depend on their own experiences and personal impressions in judging writing 

(Barritt et al., 1986;  Huot, 1990). However, a study by Weigle (1994) questioned this claim. 

She pointed out that reaching agreement is not always the only concern for teachers. 

         Another criticism for rater training programmes is that they may lead raters to focus on 

some certain features of the composition. To avoid this, (Charney, 1984) included a wide 

description for the rating scale in an attempt to reduce teachers' emphasis on from, content 

and overall communicative effectiveness of the text. 

         Weigle (1994, 1999) also made a comparison between the rating patterns of both 

inexperienced and experienced raters of ESL writing both before and after training. Her 

results showed that the essays were equally scored before training by both groups of raters. 

The inexperienced untrained raters were more accurate and harder in their rating than 

experienced raters. 
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         In one line of research, analysis has been used to study the process of scoring writing in 

order to limit what features of writing are given more by raters, frequently as a means of 

studying the differences between experienced and inexperienced raters.  

         Hout (1988) found that both experienced and inexperienced raters focused on content in 

scoring L1 composition, although the experienced raters had more coherent rating strategies 

than the inexperienced raters. Both Cumming (1989) and Corner and Carrell (1993) reached 

similar findings that raters tended to centralize all their attention to content, or gist. 

          Vaughan (1992), also looked at raters of L2 writing, experimentally identified many 

approaches to holistic assessment, for example, the 'first impression dominates approach' or 

the 'grammar-oriented rater'. He suggested that, while raters can agree on many writing tasks 

based on the guidelines for holistic assessment, they may fall on their individual rating style 

for compositions which do not obviously suit the descriptors of the scale.  

         Recently, several researchers have also started to concentrate on factors that may affect 

raters in assessing their students' writing. It has been found that composition teaching or 

scoring experience are the variables that have received the most attention.  

         Keech and McNelly (1982) compared the holistic ratings of high school students, 

inexperienced teachers, and experienced teachers on 114 L1 students' compositions. They 

found that inexperienced teachers gave students lower scores than experienced ones. On the 

other hand, Sweedler-Brown (1990) found that training raters was harsher in their scorings of 

L2 writing than less experienced teachers. Similar results were reported by Cumming (1990) 

and Weigle (1994, 1999). 

         In second-language writing, comparisons between ESL specialists and other raters (e.g. 

English faculty or other content area faculty) have indicated that raters from various 

disciplines apply different standards to non-native English writing (Mendelsohn and 
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Cumming, 1989; Brown, 1991;  Santos, 1988; Sweedler-Brown, 1993). They highlighted the 

role of rater background experience in giving scores to students' compositions. 

         Training raters seems to be another important variable that has been investigated, 

particularly in L2 research. Shomay et al. (1992) found that rater training was a more 

significant variable than experience concerning rater reliability, although they did not report 

any differences in relation to severity. 

          Weigle (1994, 1998) found that rater training plays a big role in improving the 

reliability of raters' scores. However, training did not completely stop individual impressions 

to be severe or lenient in rating. 

         Diederich (1974) found that higher scores were given to the same L1 essays when 

teachers were told that the compositions were written by high level students than when they 

were told the compositions were written by average students. Recent studies of L1 

handwritten versus word-processed essays. In part because the expectations of formatting, 

grammatical and spelling accuracy are higher in word-processed essays and errors are thus 

easily noticed in these essays (Powers et al., 1994).      

         To add to the small body of existing research on the practices and the perceptions of 

teachers who respond to EFL students' writing, this study aimed to examine the practices and 

perceptions of high school English teachers in Palestine regarding the writing assessment and 

feedback. The study thus aimed to answer the questions mentioned in chapter one.  

2.5. Summary 

         This chapter summarizes some of the literature on writing assessment and feedback 

practices. It also presents a review of the writing scoring approaches with the advantages and 

the disadvantages for each. The chapter ends up with some review on the importance of rater 

training and background, and the effects of feedback and the evaluation of writing. The 

following chapter will include the methodology and the procedures of the study.  
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Chapter Three 

 

3. Methodology and Procedures 

        The purpose of this study is to investigate the assessment practices and perceptions of 

high school English teachers towards evaluating the writing skill for high school Palestinian 

students. To achieve this goal, the researcher collected data from five different instruments. 

These instruments include a two- part questionnaire, analyzing documents and interviews 

with both high school English teachers and English supervisors. The procedures for 

conducting and analyzing the instruments were also presented. 

 

3.1. Population of the Study 

         The population of the study consists of high school English teachers in Palestine who 

teach at the schools which belong to Hebron directorates. According to the statistics of the 

directorates in Hebron district (south, middle and north), the number of English high school 

teachers is (214) males and females. These teachers are distributed over (52) high schools. 

The following table shows the distribution of the original population according to the 

variables of gender and directorate.  

Table (1): Distribution of the Population of the Study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gender  Total 

 Female  Male 

Directorate  No. 

54 32 22 Middle Hebron 1 

103 57 46 South Hebron 2 

57 30  27 North Hebron  3 

214  119  95  Total 
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3.1.1. Participants 

         The study consisted of (107) participants. They are all Palestinian EFL teachers of 

grades 11 and 12 in the second semester of the academic year (2011-2012). They represented 

almost (50%) of the population of the study.  The researcher collected (106) copies of the 

questionnaire, (3) of them were excluded because they were not completely answered. Thus, 

only (103) copies remained to be  statistically analyzed at the end. The following table shows 

the distribution of the participants according to years of experience, gender, directorate, the 

classes being taught and the academic qualifications.                    

Table (2): The distribution of the participants according to years of experience, gender, 

directorate, the classes being taught and the academic qualifications. 

Total Percentage No. The Variable  

21.3 22 Below 6 years 

35.0 36 From 6-14 years  

103 

43.7 45 From 15 years and 

above 

Years of 

experience  

37.9 39 Male 103 

62.1 64 Female 

Gender 

29.1 30 Middle Hebron 

36.9 38 South Hebron 

103 

34.0 35 North Hebron 

Directorate 

21.4 22 11th Grade 

19.4 20 12th Grade 

103 

59.2 61 11th grade &12th Grade 

Classes  

78.6 81 BA 103 

21.4 22 MA  

Academic 

Qualifications  
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3.2. Instrumentation 

         In this study, both qualitative and quantitative data were used to explore and investigate 

the perceptions and practices of high school teachers in Palestine towards the assessment of 

English writing and feedback. For this purpose, the following instruments were used: 

3.2.1. Questionnaire 

         The questionnaire was designed to investigate the perceptions and practices of 

Palestinian high school English teachers towards the writing assessment and feedback. In 

particular, the questionnaire aimed at answering research questions (1-4) presented in the 

introduction. 

         The questionnaire was reviewed by (5) experts and professors in applied linguistics and 

the teaching of English. They decided to reduce the number of items from (50-40) in order to 

make it more specific and limited to the goals of the study. Some items were also modified 

such as Item (27) and (28). 

         This questionnaire consisted of two major parts (see Appendix A). The first part of the 

questionnaire consisted of  two sections. The first section included (20) items which all 

focused on the practices of high school teachers concerning the assessment of writing and 

feedback. The second section also included (20) items which focused on the teachers' 

perceptions towards writing assessment and feedback. 

        The items of the questionnaire were mainly chosen according to the goals of the study. 

Besides, several items were selected from different sources of the reviewed literature related 

to writing assessment and feedback.                                                                                              

        Teachers, in the first part of the questionnaire, were required to respond to a five-point 

scale (from strongly disagree to strongly agree). They were asked to indicate the extent to 

which they agree or disagree with each point. This scale was adapted by Gardner and Lambert 

(1972).                                                                                                                                            
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          The second section of the questionnaire included 5 open-end questions on both the 

assessment of writing and feedback. (103) high school English teachers were asked to answer 

these questions. The aim of these questions was to collect more information so that the 

researcher could get further understanding about the practices and perceptions of teachers 

regarding the assessment of writing. The researcher ended these questions by asking teachers 

to write their suggestions and recommendations for improving the writing assessment process. 

It should be stated here that the teachers who answered these questions were the same 

teachers who responded to the questionnaire (for the questionnaire see Appendix A and for 

samples of teachers' answers, see Appendix B).                                                              

3.2.1.1. Validity of the Questionnaire 

        So as to establish the validity of the questionnaire, (5) experts in the field of applied 

linguistics were asked to evaluate and modify it. All their suggestions were taken into 

consideration. Moreover, the questionnaire validity was tested by Person correlation with total 

degree for each of the questionnaire items as shown in Tables (3) and (4).  

Table (3): Pearson Correlation results for linkage matrix of the practices of high English 

school teachers towards the assessment of writing and  the use of  feedback.                              

Significance Value of(R) Item Significance Value of (R)  Items 

0.000 0.458** 11 0.000 0.396** 1 

0.004 0.580** 12 0.014 0.241* 2 

0.019 0.232* 13 0.001 0.336** 3 

0.000 0.349** 14 0.000 0.464** 4 

0.000 0.341** 15 0.000 0.594** 5 

0.000 0.345** 16 0.002 0.296 6 

0.000 0.466** 17 0.000 0.370** 7 

0.001 0.323** 18 0.000 0.466** 8 

0.000 0.341** 19 0.003 0.295** 9 

0.041 0.202* 20 0.000 0.396** 10 
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Table (4): Pearson Correlation results for linkage matrix of the perceptions of high  school 

English teachers towards the assessment of writing and the use of feedback.                              

Significance Value of (R) Items Significance Value of (R) Items 

0.000 0.376** 31 0.014  0.242* 21 

0.000 0.439** 32 0.000 0.522** 22 

0.003 0.286** 33 0.001 0.333** 23 

0.000 0.350** 34 0.000 0.402** 24  

0.000 0.337** 35 0.000 0.554** 25 

0.000 0.358** 36 0.000 0.531** 26 

0.004 0.284** 37 0.000 0.460** 27 

0.000 0.361** 38 0.000 0.376** 28 

0.000 0.426** 39 0.000 0.380** 29 

0.017 0.234* 40 0.000 0.360** 30 

  

         Tables (3) and (4) show that the R Value of all the items has a significant correlation 

with the total degree of the tool. This means that there is a high validity of the tool of 

measuring the practices and the perceptions of high school teachers toward the assessment of 

writing and feedback.                                                                                                                     

 

3.2.1.2. Reliability of the Questionnaire 

          To emphasize the reliability of the questionnaire, Cronbach Alpha factor was calculated 

to check the internal correlation. Table (5) shows the results of Cronbach Alpha Test for both 

the practices and the perceptions of high school English teachers towards the assessment of 

writing and feedback.                                                                                                                     
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Table (5):  Results of Cronbach Alpha for the reliability of practices and perceptions over the 

total degree.                                                                                                                                    

Cronbach Alpha Tool  

0.69 Evaluation of Practices 

0.72 Evaluation of Perceptions 

 

         Table (5) shows that the value reliability for the practices is 0.69 and the value 

reliability for the perceptions is 0.72. This indicates that the two parts of the questionnaire are 

of high value of reliability.   

                                                                                                           

3.2.2. Document Analysis 

         There were two kinds of documents used in this study. 

 

3.2.2.1. Scoring Compositions 

         In the second stage, the researcher decided to evaluate both the scoring procedures in 

general and the Palestinian writing assessment criteria in particular. The specific aim behind 

scoring the compositions was to answer research question number (5): What are the most 

appropriate guidelines for evaluating the writing skill of high school students in Palestine? It 

also aims to investigate the degree of correlation between the Palestinian writing assessment 

criteria with the analytical and the holistic approaches.                                                                                           

3.2.2.2. Checking Supervisors' Reports 

         This stage included the investigation of the supervisors' reports. The aim of this stage 

was to emphasize or verify the collected data gathered from the supervisors' interviews. It also 

aimed at investigating what comments were involved in the reports given to teachers 

concerning the writing assessment and feedback. In particular, the purpose of checking these 
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reports was to try to answer research question (6): What comments on teachers' practices do 

supervisors give regarding the writing assessment?                               

  

3.2.3. Interviews 

         Two kinds of interviews were carried out. The first was with high school English 

teachers and the second was with English supervisors.  

 

3.2.3.1. Interviews with High School English Teachers 

         The aim of the interviews was to verify and confirm the results obtained from the 

questionnaire and to collect samples of the students' scored papers. The researcher is trying to 

explore the real practices of high school English teachers in regard to the assessment of 

writing and giving feedback. In particular, the main aim of these interviews was to answer 

research question number (7) : What kind of corrective feedback is used by Tawjihi and 11th 

grade teachers?  

         In the third stage of the study, interviews were conducted with (10) school high English 

teachers to represent the three directorates in Hebron district. (5) of them were from the south, 

(3) were from the middle and (2) were from the north. The researcher decided to conduct 

these interviews with those teachers who had answered the questionnaire before. The 

questions focused on the teachers' practices and perceptions regarding the assessment of 

writing. They were also asked about the supervisors' visits, their reports, and the training 

courses of writing and writing assessment.  

 

3.2.3.2. Interviews with English Supervisors 

          Finally, interviews were also conducted with English supervisors in Hebron directorates 

(south, middle and north). The general aim of these interviews was to explore the practices of 
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high school English teachers concerning writing assessment and feedback. Specifically, the 

supervisors' interviews aimed at answering research question number (8): How often do high 

school English teachers receive training courses in assessing writing and giving feedback?  It 

should be indicated that there were (12) English supervisors in Hebron district, (6) in the 

south, (3) in the middle and (3) in the north. (9) of them showed their willingness and 

readiness for the interviews, (2) of them were not available and the other was busy. Interviews 

were conducted in the second semester of the academic year (2011). Interviewees were asked 

several questions which focused on the assessment and the feedback of writing. The questions 

were also examined by (3) experts who approved them (for the questions and the supervisors' 

responses, see Appendix H).                                                                                       

                                                                        

3.3. Procedure 

         Here are the procedures by which each instrument is carried out: 

 

3.3.1. Administering the Questionnaire 

         When the questionnaire was finally written and approved by (5) experts in the field of 

applied linguistics and the teaching of English, it was distributed among high school teachers 

in Hebron. The questionnaire was distributed among the targeted population by hand in the 

academic year (2011-2012) and most of the participants responded by the presence of the 

researcher. The questionnaire was written in English, so there was no need to translate it into 

Arabic since it was given to teachers of English. However, the researcher was always ready to 

negotiate or give any explanation for any item.   

 

3.3.2. Eliciting Documents 

         Here are the procedures used in eliciting the documents in the present study: 
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3.3.2.1. Eliciting and Scoring Compositions 

        (100) Tawjihi students were given a writing task about ' My favorite place'. This task 

was the writing question given to Tawjihi students in GSCE in the academic year (2010-2011) 

(see Appendix I). The students chosen for the writing task were from the three directorates, 

south, middle and north Hebron. The teachers were asked to let students write about this 

topic. Teachers gave them enough time (60 minutes) for writing, putting them under similar 

conditions as the Tawjihi students in the GSCE.                                                                                                                                 

         When the compositions were collected, they were classified into (3) levels (high, middle 

and low). This classification was done holistically by a number of high school teachers of 

English. Then, (10) compositions were chosen from each level to have (30) papers at the end. 

The papers were given to (20) high school English teachers from south Hebron to be scored in 

(3) stages in different periods.                                                                                                                      

          First, teachers were asked to score the papers using the holistic approach. Then, after a 

week, they were asked to score the papers using the Palestinian Ministry of Education 

standards in the academic year (2010-2011).  In the third stage, teachers used the analytical 

approach of (Jacobs, 1983) (see Appendix G). Teachers were provided with tables to fill their 

scores in each stage.  

 

3.3.2.2. Collecting Supervisors' Reports 

          In order to collect some reports written by English supervisors, the researcher arranged 

some visits to the directorates in Hebron district. But unfortunately, he was informed by the 

head of the supervision section that using or investigating any of these reports was not 

possible even if it were for research purposes. According to him, he said that only the 

Ministry of Education could ask for such a thing. 
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          Therefore, the researcher arranged some visits to his colleagues at schools. Explaining 

the purpose behind looking at these reports, (3) of them accepted to show him their reports. In 

addition to that, the researcher investigated his own reports to see what comments supervisors 

wrote concerning the writing assessment and feedback. It should be indicated that  the total 

number of the reports investigated was (60) (for samples of these reports see Appendix J).  

                                                               

3.3.3. Conducting Interviews 

         Here are the procedures of conducting the interviews in the study: 

 

3.3.3.1. Conducting Interviews with High School English Teachers 

         Interviews were conducted with (10) high school English teachers. (5) teachers were 

from South Hebron, (3) teachers were from Middle Hebron and (2) teachers from North 

Hebron. Before visiting schools,  a permit was taken from each directorate for conducting 

these interviews for research purposes only (see Appendix M). Before conducting the 

interviews, the researcher explained their importance, and interviewees showed their 

willingness and indicated that this subject is of great importance. 

          On average, each interview lasted approximately (25-30) minutes. The teachers were 

asked the interview questions orally, and the researcher wrote down their answers. 

 

3.3.3.2 Conducting Interviews with Supervisors of English 

         In order to conduct interviews with English supervisors, the researcher carried out the 

following procedures: 

1-Permit for conducting the interviews was requested and received from the Ministry of 

Education (see Appendix M). 

2-Visits were organized according to supervisors' free time. 
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3-Supervisors were asked if they could respond to such interviews.  

4-Supervisors showed their willingness and their complete agreement for these interviews 

saying that they would give confident and honest answers. 

5-Each supervisor was interviewed individually.  

6-On average, each interview lasted between (30-35) minutes. 

7-The supervisors answers for each question were transcribed and coded  (see Appendix H). 

  

3.4. Analyzing Data 

         In this study, both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyze the 

instruments.    

 

3.4.1. Analyzing Questionnaire 

          The necessary statistical analysis for the questionnaire were conducted. Descriptive 

statistics were used to compute figures, percentages, means and standard deviations. 

Statistical tests such as (Pearson correlation) and (Cronbach Alpha) were also used to 

examine the correlation between the writing scoring approaches. The statistical analysis was 

conducted using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). As for the open-end 

questions (the second part of the questionnaire), the collected data were analyzed qualitatively 

by the researcher. 

3.4.2. Analyzing Documents 

         Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used in analyzing the documents in this 

study. 
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3.4.2.1. Scoring Compositions 

          As for analyzing the scored compositions, the necessary statistical analysis were 

conducted. Descriptive statistics were used to compute figures, percentages, means and 

standard deviations.   

                                                                         

3.4.2.2. Supervisors' Reports 

         The gathered reports were analyzed qualitatively by the researcher. He read all the 

reports taking notes related to the supervisors' comments. Particularly, he focused on the 

comments which are related to writing assessment and feedback.  

                                                                                  

3.4.3. Analyzing Interviews 

         Qualitative methods were used to analyze the interviews in this study. 

 

3.4.3.1. High School English Teachers 

         Interviews with high school English teachers were analyzed qualitatively by the 

researcher. The answers of the interviews were coded. Then the researcher studied them 

carefully. The answers were also classified according to their agreement or disagreement 

about a certain point so that, it could be easier for the researcher to discuss them in the 

following stages.  

 

3.4.3.2. English Supervisors 

         The answers of the interview questions of English supervisors were also analyzed 

qualitatively. The researcher copied all the questions of the interview. Answers were put 

under each question so that they could be easily discussed and analyzed. The researcher also 

quoted some of the supervisors' answers concerning some significant points. 
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3.5. Summary 

         This chapter presented the population and the participants of the study. It also included 

the instruments the researcher used in this study. The chapter then presented the procedures 

by which the instruments of the study were conducted. The chapter ended up with the 

procedures used in analyzing the collected data.  The following chapter will include the 

results of the study.                                                                                                                        
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Chapter  Four 

 

4. Results  

         This chapter includes the results of the present research. Three types of instruments are 

used in this study, a two-part questionnaire, interviews and investigating documents. The 

findings will be presented in the light of these instruments and the questions presented in 

chapter one.                                                                                                                                     

                                           

4.1. Results of the Questionnaire 

         After examining the previous literature related to this study, the researcher developed a 

questionnaire which aims at investigating the extent to which high school English teachers in 

Palestine practise the assessment of writing, the use of feedback and their perceptions towards 

them.                                                 

           In order to answer questions (1-4) about high school English teachers' assessment 

practices and perceptions, statistical analysis for the first part of the questionnaire was carried 

out. The researcher also used descriptive statistics to compute figures, means and standard 

deviations. As for the second part of the questionnaire, the collected data of the open-end 

questions were analyzed qualitatively by the researcher.                                 

         The items of the questionnaire were divided positively and negatively according to 

Likert's (1972) five-point scale as follows:                                                               

Strongly disagree: 1 point 

Disagree: 2 points 

Undecided: 3 points 

Agree: 4 points 

Strongly agree: 5 points 
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        Likert Scale was used to determine high school English teachers' responses to the 

questionnaire items in the light of their degree of agreement or disagreement. The degree was 

limited by giving different scales for the teachers to response to. To limit the length of the 5-

point questionnaire, higher or lower degrees, the scope (5-1=4) has been measured and then 

divided by (5) to get the right length of the cell (4/5=0.8.). Then this value was added to the 

lowest value in the questionnaire (the proper number 1) to limit the highest degree of the cell. 

Table (6) shows the correction keys and their degrees:   

                                    

Table(6): Correction Keys 

Degree  Level No.  

Very low (Strongly Disagree) 1.79  1 - 1 

Low (Disagree)  1.80 - 2.59 2 

Medium (Undecided) 2.60 – 3.39 3 

High (Agree)  3.40 – 4.19 4 

Very high (Strongly agree) 4.20 – 5 5 

 

4.1.1. Results of the First Part of the Questionnaire   

  Here are the questions and their results:  

  

Question (1): To what extent do high school English teachers practice assessing writing 

and give feedback for their students' written work?  

         To answer the first question, descriptive statistics were used to calculate means and 

standard deviations. Means and standard deviations for the extent of English teachers' practice 

of the assessment and the use of feedback are drawn out in Table (7). 
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Table (7): Means and standard deviations of the extent of high school English teachers' 

practice in Palestine in evaluating writing and giving feedback:             

Degree Std Deviation Mean  No. No. of 

Items 

Variable  

Medium 

(Undecided) 

0.2783  2.98 103 20 Practice degree in assessing 

writing and giving feedback 

           

         Table (7) shows that the mean of teachers' practice in assessing and giving feedback for 

their students' written work is 2.98 with a standard deviation of 0.28. This means that the 

teachers' practice in regard to the assessment of writing and the use of feedback is medium.     

                                                                           

Question (2): What are the most frequent practices of high school English teachers in 

assessing writing and giving feedback?                                        

         To answer the second question, descriptive statistics were used to calculate means and 

standard deviations of the most frequent items of practices of high school English teachers in 

assessing writing and giving feedback. Practices were arranged from the most frequent 

(No.20) to the least frequent (No.1) as they appear in Table (8). 

Table (8):  Means and standard deviations of the items related to practices of high school 

English teachers in assessing writing and giving feedback arranged according to their degree 

of frequency.                          

Degree  Std. 

Deviation  

Mean No. Item  Item 

No.  

Very High 

  

0.84  4.21 103 I often explain the writing standards  for my students so 

that they become aware of them and consequently 

avoid making mistakes.  

20 
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High 

  

0.73 4.17 103 I sometimes feel that I lose my ability to remain 

consistent after reading some of the students' papers.  

11 

High 

 
  

0.77 3.92 103 I give students all the writing exercises included in the 

textbook.                                                                            

5  

High  0.85 3.88 103 I often underline the students' error and correct it.  12 

High 0.88 3.86 103 In their reports, supervisors usually write comments on 

writing assessment and feedback.  

4 

High  0.86  3.82 103 In assessing my students' papers, I am usually affected 

by my overall general impression.  

3 

High  1.03  3.79 103 I use assessment standards as effective guidelines to 

plan writing instruction and adjust assessment 

practices.  

7  

High  1.12 3.67 103 I am  interested in teaching the writing skill rather than 

being busy with the assessment approaches of writing.  

19 

High  1.04 3.62 103 Teachers usually focus on the mechanics rather than 

the other aspects of language.  

8  

Medium 0.88 3.39 103 After reading about 15 essays, I tend to read selectively 

(not reading each and every sentence).  

13 

Medium 1.24  3.33 103 I have tolerance for grammar errors in the students' 

essays.  

9 

Medium 1.67 3.31 103 When scoring students' writing, I usually refer to the 

assessment criteria.  

2 

Medium 1.73 2.97 103 I frequently refer to the other essays I have read 

whenever possible for maintaining consistency in my 

assessment.  

10 
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Medium 1.24 2.96 103 I assess my students' writing according to my 

supervisors' notes.  

18 

Low  0.13 2.42 103 I usually give oral comments in addition to written 

ones on the students' papers.  

6 

Low 1.14 2.39 103 In assessing my students' writing, I only give the mark 

in addition to words like good, very good, 

excellent…etc.  

14 

Low 0.83 2.34 103 In assessing my students' writing, I don't give grammar 

much importance because grammar has already been 

evaluated in other sections in the exam.  

16 

Low  1.01 2.01 103 In assessing my students' writing, I frequently refer to 

their errors by underlining the  errors without 

correcting them.  

17 

Low 0.85  1.97 103 The writing assessment  criteria I use at school is 

similar to the criteria given by the Ministry of 

Education.  

15 

Low  1.07 1.82  103 Teachers are not given training courses in assessing 

writing. 

1 

           

         Table (8) shows that the most frequent practice for high school English teachers is 

represented by Item (20) which comes at the first position with a very high degree. The mean 

for this Item was (4.21) with a standard deviation of (0.84). This means that teachers strongly 

agree that they often explain the writing standards for their students, so that they become 

aware of them and consequently avoid making mistakes. Item (11) comes in the second 

position with a high degree. The mean for this Item is (4.17) with a standard deviation of 
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(0.73). This means that teachers agree that they sometimes feel that they lose their ability to 

be consistent after reading some of their students' papers. Item (1), on the other hand, comes 

in the last position with a low degree. The mean for this Item was (1.82) with a standard 

deviation of (1.07). This means that teachers agree that they are not given training courses in 

assessing writing. Item (15) also comes after Item (1) with a low degree. The  mean for this 

Item is (1.97) with a standard deviation of (0.85). Teachers in this Item disagree that the 

writing assessment criteria they use at school are similar to the criteria given by the Ministry 

of Education. 

                                                            

Question (3): What is the extent of high school English teachers' perceptions  towards 

assessing writing and using feedback?                             

         To answer the third question, descriptive statistics was used to calculate means and 

standard deviations of the English teachers' perceptions towards the writing assessment and 

feedback as shown  in Table (9). 

                                        

Table (9): Means and standard deviations of high school English teachers' perceptions 

towards the assessment of writing and the use of feedback:  

Degree Std. 

Deviation  

Mean No. No. of 

Items  

Variable  

Medium  0.33  3.10  103  20  Perceptions towards writing 

assessment and feedback  

 

         Table (9) shows that high school English teachers' perceptions towards the assessment 

of writing and the use of feedback was medium. The mean of this degree on the total degree 

of the tool was (3.10) with a standard deviation of (0.33). This also means that teachers are 

unable to decide on the Items of the questionnaire. 
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Question (4): What are the high school English teachers' perceptions in regard to the 

assessment of writing and the use of feedback? 

         To answer the fourth question, descriptive statistics was used to calculate means and 

standard deviations of the perceptions of high school English teachers. Perceptions are 

arranged from the highest frequent (No.12) to the lowest frequent (No.19) as shown in Table 

(10).                                                 

Table (10): Means and standard deviations of the perceptions of  high school English teachers 

towards the writing assessment and feedback, arranged according to their degree of 

frequency. 

                                                     

Degree Standard 

Deviation  

Mean No. Item  Item 

No.  

High 0.91 3.94 103 Effective writing assessment and effective teaching are 

integrated. 

32 

High 0.95 3.94 103 A good assessment approach focuses on global errors (i.e. 

errors of content and organization) that impede 

communication of meaning.  

26  

High 0.88 3.93 103 High school teachers should be given the chance to 

participate in designing the writing assessment criteria.  

40 

High 1.21 3.72  103 The criteria used to assess writing are derived from the 

purpose of writing.  

25 

High  0.93 3.55 103 The assessment approach tends to focus on all language 

features such as grammar, style, organization, content, 

coherence and mechanics.  

27 

Medium 1.06 3.37 103 The teachers' impressions, experience and training play a 35 
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considerable role in the writing assessment.  

Medium  1.12 3.22 103 The writing exercises included in the textbook are not 

sufficient for  high school students.  

30 

Medium 1.10 3.18 103 Inexperienced teachers  usually give unreliable scores and 

take more time to assess writing.  

37 

Medium  1.12 3.13 103 The assessment scoring standards help bridge the gap 

between experienced raters' scores and inexperienced 

raters' scores.  

33  

Medium 0.91 3.09 103 The criteria used to assess writing are clear, consistent and 

easy to be applied and so, teachers always stick to them.  

22 

Medium 1.39 3.08 103 The results of the writing assessment can help teachers 

revise their practices in teaching writing.  

23 

Medium  1.08 2.99 103 The assessment criteria enable teachers to provide accurate 

evaluation..  

28 

Medium 1.10 2.87 103 Writing assessment should be based on well known 

reliable standards.  

24 

Medium  1.14 2.85 103 Teachers avoid using the analytical approach in assessing 

writing because it is time consuming.  

36 

Medium 1.02 2.79 103 Scoring students' papers at school is different from scoring 

their papers in the General Secondary Certificate 

Examination  

38  

Medium 0.98 2.65 103 Writing assessment is useful as it gives good feedback for 

both students and teachers.   

31 

Low 1.09 2.52 103 Evaluating coherence (unity of thought, logic and 

structure) and cohesion (connection of ideas, arguments 

29  
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and statements) is difficult.  

Low 0.93 2.44 103 Teachers must be given training and practice in writing 

assessment.  

21 

Low 1.31 2.42 103 Working for long hours scoring students' papers may affect 

the accuracy of the assessment.  

34 

Low  0.99 2.37  103  Good assessment standards should reflect the Ministry's 

objectives and the goals of the Palestinian curriculum.  

39 

           

 

         Table (10) shows that the most predominant and frequent perception of high school 

English teachers towards the assessment of writing and feedback is represented by Item (32) 

which comes in the first position with a high degree. The mean of this Item is (3.94) with a 

standard deviation (0.91). This Item indicates that teachers agree that effective writing 

assessment and effective teaching are integrated. Item (26) which is similar to Item (32) in its 

mean and standard deviation comes in the second position with a high degree. This Item 

shows that teachers believe that a good writing approach focuses on global errors that impede 

communication of meaning. Item (39) comes in the last position with a low degree. Its mean 

is (2.37) with a standard deviation of (0.99). This Item shows that teachers disbelieve that 

good assessment standards should reflect the Ministry's objectives and goals of the Palestinian 

curriculum. Item (34) comes after Item (39) with a low degree. Its mean is (2.42) and with a 

standard deviation of (1.31). This Item shows that teachers disagree that working for long 

hours scoring students' papers may affect the accuracy of the assessment.                                             

         To investigate the relationship between the means of high school teachers' practices and 

perceptions, ( Pearson Correlation) has been used as shown in Table (11).                                                                       
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Table (11):  Results of (Pearson Correlation) of the relationship between the means of 

teachers' practices and their perceptions regarding writing assessment and feedback.                 

Perceptions Practices Variable  

0.454** 1.000 

0.001    

Practice extent of evaluating 

writing and giving feedback  

**very high degree statistical function                                                                     

 

         Table (11) shows that there is a positive significance relationship at (α ≤ 0.05) between 

both the means of high school teachers' practices and their perceptions regarding the 

assessment of writing and feedback in Palestine. This means that the higher the degree of 

practice is, the higher the attitudes towards it are, and vice versa. 

              

  the Second Part of the Questionnaire  4.1.2. Results of             

         (103) high English teachers responded to the second part of the questionnaire of the 

open-ended questions (see Appendix A Part two). Most of them gave their views and attitudes 

when evaluating their students compositions, whether they follow the instructions mentioned 

in the teacher's book; or whether they focus on form or meaning in their students' written 

work. They expressed their opinions about the assessment of writing of high school students 

on school level and Ministry level. At the end, they gave some suggestions, recommendations 

and comments that may help improve the writing assessment process. 

                                                                                             

 A- What scoring approach or approaches do you usually use when evaluating your 

students' compositions? In other words, how do you evaluate your students' 

compositions?                                                             

        In response to the first question concerning the approach or approaches English teachers 

usually used when evaluating their students' compositions, teachers gave different views. A 
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significant number of teachers (34) said that they focused on the main points, punctuation 

marks, supporting details, linking words and spelling mistakes. (16) teachers said that they 

focused on meaning, style, coherence, cohesion and the design of the subject. Another group 

of teachers (20) said that they concentrated on the layout, and the ideas rather than on 

grammatical mistakes. They believed that conveying convincing ideas was more important 

than language mistakes. This means that they concentrated on the content and the mechanics 

of language rather than on form.          

         Teachers' responses concerning grammar were very limited. Only two teachers said that 

they focused on grammar while assessing their students' written work. Another teacher said 

that he evaluated his students' written work according to a specific criteria which included 

good handwriting, neatness, punctuation marks, coherence, cohesion, grammar and 

vocabulary.                       

         Regarding the teachers' approaches they followed in assessing  their students' written 

work and using feedback, there were differences in their responses. The following points 

summarized their practices:                   

1-Four teachers said that they used symbols when identifying their students' mistakes, e.g , 

('sp', for spelling, 'pp' for prepositions, and 'wo' for word order). Others used 'C' for 

capitalization and 'P' for punctuation to draw their students' attention to their errors and make 

them avoid these errors in their future written work. 

2-Two teachers said that they wrote (pass or fail) on their students' written work without 

identifying any type of error.                                                                

3-One teacher said that he classified his students into two categories: high level and low level. 

In the case of high level students, he focused analytically on every single component such as 

language, content, unity, coherence, topic sentences, conclusion, body and related ideas. But 

in the case of low level students, he focused on just content without paying attention to the 
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language and the other features of writing. He gave only a general impression on the style and 

the layout.                                             

4-Two teachers said that they circled their students' mistakes concerning grammar, spelling 

and punctuation and gave them the correct form.                                   

5-Six teachers had no answer to this question. 

                                                      

B- Do you follow the instructions mentioned in the teacher's book?              

         In response to the second question, (34) teachers said that they followed the instructions 

in the teacher's book regarding the writing assessment and the distribution of marks, but they 

often found them useless since these instructions were given to high level students and so they 

did not fit the weakness  of their students. Instead, they used other methods that were more 

suitable to the theme and to the level of their students. Two teachers said that they followed 

the teacher's book especially when they needed to give marks for certain writing or when they 

wanted to give their students the model answer.                                                        

         (28) teachers said that they used these instructions, but sometimes they used their own 

ways and added some new criteria depending on their own experience. For example, some 

asked students to give an outline or starter sentences other than those mentioned in the 

teacher's book. They sometimes helped their students to introduce the first paragraph, then 

they gave them  a chance to select information from the provided ideas  and the given notes. 

(30) teachers said that they did not use them at all.  Another (12) teachers said that they never 

followed the instructions because following them might impede students performance in 

producing  compositions. 
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C- When evaluating your students' compositions, do you focus on form or on meaning?    

         Teachers were also asked whether they focused on form or meaning in evaluating their 

students' written work. The following points showed their various responses: 

1-The majority of the teachers (70) said that they focused on both form and meaning because 

the connection of thoughts was very important in order to give a good idea. And if students 

focused only on form without taking the meaning into account, they would not understand 

what they were writing about. For example, one of them said, 'We should focus on both sides 

because form and meaning are integrated components and complete each other.'                                                                 

2- Few number of teachers (3) interpreted 'form' as something related to the layout and 

organization.  Form , according to them, meant the students' organization for their writing. 

They said, 'Students, especially those who are in the commercial stream, are supposed to 

organize their  business letters in a special form'.            

3-(28) teachers said that they focused on meaning rather than on form because they believed 

that meaning was more important and it should come in the first place in spite of the 

importance of form which should be given a lot of care.                 

4- Only (2) teachers said that they sometimes focused on both with more emphasis on form 

because form sometimes affect meaning.                     

                          

D-What is your opinion about the assessment of writing of high school students on both 

levels, the school level and the Ministry level?                       

         Concerning this question, a significant number of teachers (20) said that the assessment 

of writing of high school students on both levels was not good in general. (4) other teachers 

said that both levels were incomprehensive, inconsistent and insufficient. (6) teachers said 

that students should be aware of assessment techniques, so that they could excel their writing. 
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(32) teachers said that they had no ideas about the difference between them, and so they did 

not show any response.                                                                                                            

         (10) teachers said that school level was more accurate and reliable than Ministry's level 

because teachers used limited assessment criteria which ended up  with a corrective feedback 

to their students. On the other hand,  (16) teachers commented that the criteria in the 

Ministry's level were more accurate. Teachers had to stick  to them when assessing writing of 

high school students. However, these criteria were not flexible since they did not cope up with 

students' ability in writing compositions. As a result, the marks did not really reflect the level 

of students because the criteria placed by the Ministry of Education did not take individual 

differences into consideration.                                                             

         On the other hand, (8) teachers said that the assessment of writing on the Ministry's 

level was more flexible than that of the school's. (14) teachers preferred to evaluate both 

levels in the same way. One of them said, "I think the same teacher must follow the same way 

of assessment on both levels, school level and Ministry level".                                             

         Finally, (4) teachers suggested that both levels had to be adjusted and modified to suit 

the level of students because their writing was very poor and needs improvement. So, the 

Ministry's level had to be simplified according to the students' level since both of them had 

the same difficulty. 

 

E- What are your suggestions and recommendations for improving the writing 

assessment process?                                                                        

         Regarding  this question, (16) teachers suggested holding more courses to improve the 

writing assessment and they recommended attending some model lessons with some 

experienced teachers. (4) teachers said that they should give importance to the writing skill 

itself in the early stages without focusing too much on grammar. One of them stated, " I think 
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that students at school level should be encouraged to write whatever occurs to  their minds 

without attending importance to grammar mistakes. Grammar will gradually and 

spontaneously be okay."                                                                                                                                            

         (20) teachers did not express their opinions, and so they did not suggest any  

recommendations for improving the writing assessment process. (16) teachers suggested more 

practice by the students in writing was necessary. If students were given additional writing, 

their style of writing would be improved. They believed,  " The more you write, the more you 

will be a good writer".                               

         (4) teachers said that the Ministry should specify a separate chapter for writing skills 

including all the instructions related to the rules of writing, and having the students write in 

the classroom as they wrote in an exam.  (4) teachers said that LCD should be used to show 

students their mistakes in front of the whole class. (8) teachers said that teachers should be 

given training assessment courses on writing  assessment and this should be theoretical and 

practical. (4) other teachers suggested holding workshops for teachers from time to time and 

encouraged or motivated students by granting them grades and positive feedback expressions. 

(2) teachers said that a good reader is a good writer, i.e. the more you read, the better writer 

you would be.   "Reading is the origin of writing, so students must read  a lot."                         

         Two other teachers suggested a variation of writing exercises (guided and free 

compositions). 

                                                                                                          

F- Additional Comments:                                                                                      

         When teachers were asked to comment  on the enquiries given to them, they gave 

various comments. (10) teachers said that students should be encouraged to learn new words. 

Students' disability to write free compositions was due to the shortage of their vocabulary and 

to the ignorance of grammatical rules. They added, " Students' semantic and grammatical 
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errors should be corrected by the teacher directly; the errors should be orally explained to 

the students."           

         Another teacher said that students should be encouraged to read extra stories and 

summarize them using their own language. (4) other teachers commented that teachers must 

motivate their students to write by writing encouraging comments on their written work as a 

kind of writing reinforcement. (8) teachers recommended the organization of the textbooks 

given to the students because they thought that they did not fit with their students' abilities, 

and that was why they should be changed. (4) teachers said that the writing skill was ignored 

in schools especially in primary ones. They commented, " We cannot talk about the 

assessment of writing since most schools do not practise ."            

         One teacher said that he had noticed that most of the female teachers assessed, evaluated 

and corrected the composition topics much better than male teachers who neglected this skill 

and excluded it in many schools. (4) teachers commented that the most important issue was 

that their students did not like the English language as a second language. As a result, they did 

not learn enough vocabulary which might help them build their writing. (4) other teachers 

suggested that they should be given the chance to participate in designing the writing 

assessment criteria that might fit with the level of their students.                                                                   

        (10) teachers recommended that this productive skill must take more attention and 

consideration from both teachers and students because the output and the main goal of 

learning English is how to express your opinions, views and feelings orally and in writing 

without any type of mistake.  Finally, it was  noticed that (58) teachers did not give any 

comment.  
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4.2. Results of the Documents  

                                                                         

4.2.1.  Results of Scoring Compositions  

         To verify the validity of the Palestinian writing assessment criteria, Pearson correlation 

was used to calculate high school teachers' evaluations and the writing scoring approaches. It 

should be indicated that 20 high school teachers were involved in the assessment process. 

They assessed (30) compositions using the holistic approach, the Palestinian approach and the 

analytical approach of Jacob's et al (1983). The Palestinian approach was compared with both 

the holistic and the analytical approaches to investigate the degree of correlation between 

them. Table (12) shows the Pearson  correlation between the three writing assessment 

approaches.                                                                              

 Table (12): Pearson Correlation between the Palestinian Writing Assessment Approach, the 

Holistic Approach and the Analytical Approach.                           

Holistic  Analytical Palestinian    

881** 

000 

600  

904** 

000 

600  

1 

600 

P      Pearson correlation            

Sig.(2-tailed) 

N  

**very high degree statistical function                                                                     

  

         Table (12) shows that Pearson Correlation between the Palestinian approach and the 

analytical approach reached 0.90 whereas Pearson correlation between the Palestinian 

approach and the holistic approach reached only 0.88. This means that it is statistically 

significant. Since the value of Pearson Correlation between the Palestinian approach and the 

analytical approach is higher, this means that the Palestinian approach is closer to the 

analytical approach of Jacob's et al (1983).                                                                                                               
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4.2.2. Results of Supervisors' Reports  

         60 reports were checked in order to investigate the supervisors' comments on high 

school English teachers' practices towards the assessment of writing for their students. The 

aim after investigating these reports was to find out what comments supervisors included in 

their reports concerning the assessment of writing and the use of feedback. The following 

points summarized the main results for investigation: 

1-Most of the supervisors concentrated their comments on the lesson they attended. In other 

words, they focused on what so called in-class supervision. 

2-Supervisors' comments or feedback on writing and writing assessment were rarely found or 

mentioned in their reports, (see Appendix J). 

3-Very few number of  supervisors commented in their  'non-class supervision' on the writing 

skill in general. An example of this, one supervisor said in his report that the teacher was 

following the students' tasks and compositions. 

4-In their recommendation to their teachers, supervisors neglectd any kind of comments or 

suggestions on writing assessment and feedback. 

         It was found that there were three kinds of supervision reports (for the three kinds of 

reports, see Appendix J). The Ministry of Education modifies these reports from time to time. 

The first kind of these reports is divided into two parts, 'non-class supervision' and 'in-class 

supervision'. The first part includes the annual plan, daily plan, students' written work, exams, 

marks file and the professional development of the teacher. The second part, on the other 

hand, includes the teaching procedure, the class administration, teaching sources, the 

appropriateness of language and information, the evaluation and the objectives of the lesson. 

The second  kind of reports includes the educational content, the teaching strategies, the 

evaluation strategies and the values and the perceptions of the teacher. The third kind of 
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reports, which is the most recent, includes the most important positive points, the most 

important points which need development and the students' achievement. 

4.3. Results of Interviews 

                                                                          

  4.3.1. Results of Teachers' Interviews 

         (10) high school English teachers were asked several questions concerning the 

assessment of writing and feedback. Most of the questions were derived from the items of the 

questionnaire to make sure of the consistency of the teachers' answers. The questions of the 

interview mostly concentrated on teachers' practices regarding the assessment of writing and 

the use of feedback. Their responses were written down and then analyzed by the researcher 

in an attempt to explore teachers' practices in assessing the writing skill. The most frequent 

responses could be summarized in the following points: 

1-Feedback and the strategies used in dealing with students' errors. 

2-Number of compositions given to students. 

3-Supervisors' comments and training courses on writing. 

4-Scoring approaches used in assessing writing. 

5-Samples of assessed compositions. 

         First, teachers had several responses concerning feedback and the strategies used in 

assessing students' compositions. A significant number of teachers (7) indicated that they 

concentrated on global errors whereas local errors were underlined or even neglected. One of 

them said that he omitted global errors and wrote their correction instead. Another teacher 

added that in assessing students' written work, more emphasis should be given to content. He 

said, 'In assessing students' writing, we should concentrate on content rather than form 

(grammar). This is because our students are given several exams in grammar.' 
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         Two teachers explained the way they used in assessing writing. They said that they 

assessed their students' written work according to their students' level. Teacher (1) said, 'With 

students in the scientific stream, I only put a question mark where the error exists, but with 

students in the literary stream, I underline and correct the error' . The other said,  'I look for 

errors in high level students' papers, and I look for good things in low level  students' papers'. 

         In terms of teachers' comments, they stated that they used two kinds of feedback oral 

and written. As for the written comments, they said that they used the following positive 

comments: ' You can do better.', 'May God bless you', 'Nice', 'You can add more ideas', 'Why', 

'What is this', and 'Seen'. One of them added that she wrote the date in addition to these 

comments. Another one suggested that negative comments should be minimized because they 

might have some bad effects on students. He said, 'We should avoid writing a big number of 

red marks on students' papers because these marks are discouraging'. 

         As for the oral feedback, one teacher indicated that he commented orally on students' 

papers while distributing papers in class. Another teacher said that he read samples of his 

students' written work in front of the whole class.                               

         The second point was related to the number of compositions given to high school 

students. High school students were expected to be given about (10) compositions yearly. 

When teachers were asked about the number of compositions they gave to their students, they 

expressed different responses.  (9) of the teachers mentioned that they gave 12 compositions 

yearly. One of them said that he did not give writing much interest because of time. This 

teacher justified his answer by saying,  'We do not have much time for teaching and assessing 

writing because the syllabus is very extended, and most of the time is given to grammar, 

reading and literature' . 

          As for the supervisors' comments and the training courses on writing, teachers had a big 

agreement concerning this point. All the interviewed teachers said that they were not given 
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any training courses for teachers and supervisors never commented on writing in their visits. 

They said, 'Supervisors rarely talk, ask or comment on students' written compositions'. 

         Teachers were also asked about the scoring approaches or standards they applied in 

assessing the written work of their students. Approximately (8) of the teachers indicated that 

they used the holistic approach in assessing their students' writing. Two teachers stated that 

they sometimes used the analytical approach with students' papers in the scientific stream 

only. They said, 'we use the analytical approach with high level students, but we use the 

holistic approach with low level students. The analytical approach is good with students in 

the scientific stream whereas the holistic approach is more suitable for students in the literary 

stream.' 

         The majority of the teachers said that they avoided using the analytical approach 

because it was time consuming. Another teacher said that she avoided participating in 

assessing writing in the GSCE because the standards used were unfair and objectivity is 

impossible.                           

         In the last stage of the teachers' interview, the researcher asked teachers to fetch some 

samples of evaluated written work. Teachers varied in their responses to the researcher's 

request. (4) of them apologized by saying that they gave the assessed compositions to their 

students. Two other teachers said that these compositions were special and no one could see 

them apart from their teachers. Four teachers, on the other hand, agreed to show the 

researcher some samples. When the researcher observed these samples, he found that there 

was a big contradiction with what they mentioned in their responses above. The researcher 

found that there was only one written and assessed composition in the students'  writing 

copybooks although the interview was conducted in the end of the second semester of the 

academic year 2011-2012. The researcher also noticed that written feedback is not enough. 
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The only comments noticed were the mark, seen and sometimes the date, (for samples, see 

Appendix K).                                                   

  

4.3.2. Results of Supervisors' Interviews 

         The interviews with (9) English supervisors were carried out, so that the researcher 

could find out answers about high school English teachers' practices regarding the assessment 

of writing and giving feedback. Here are the interview questions and their answers:  

 

1- In visiting your teachers, indicate acceptable and unacceptable practices concerning 

the writing assessment and feedback?                                            

         Supervisors had different views concerning the acceptable and unacceptable practices of 

teachers in relation to writing assessment and feedback. Some supervisors said that during 

their visits to schools, they noticed some acceptable practices. Others said that they did not 

notice any acceptable practices.                                                                                                           

         (5) supervisors noticed some acceptable practices for teachers in their visits concerning 

the teaching and the assessment of writing. One of them said, 'Some teachers write a model 

on the board and ask students to write a similar composition after cleaning the board.' 

         One supervisor said that some teachers personalized the topics to facilitate the way of 

writing and to make sure that their students understand how to write the model of writing. In 

other words, they gave them guided compositions. Two of them said that some teachers gave 

samples and writing instructions to clarify what students were supposed to do.  This was 

because if the learner understood the nature of the writing activity, he could write properly. 

Some teachers allowed their students to conduct error self-correction, i.e. students corrected 

their own mistakes to implant confidence in them and to help them avoid these mistakes in the 

future.                                                                                                            
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         Concerning the unacceptable practices, two supervisors stated that some teachers 

corrected written compositions carelessly because they felt bored and hurried to correct their 

students' mistakes without any concentration. Another group of teachers concentrated on 

guided compositions and they did not give students an opportunity to expand their ideas or to 

express their own views regarding the topic about which they were writing. By doing this, 

they ignored the students, overemphasizing the teachers' role concerning the writing activities. 

Students had to stick to what so called 'guided writing' not to 'free composition'. So, students 

felt that they were restricted to certain and limited scope of writing and thus became unable to 

express their own ideas.                                                                         

         Five supervisors said that teachers usually avoided presenting writing activities because 

they did not feel confident of their teaching procedures as well as the assessment approaches 

they used. They did not follow a clear standard assessment approach and consequently they 

did not give accurate and effective feedback. The result was that students were given rough 

marks on their writing work. Thus, the subjectivity of the teacher intervened since the 

students' writings were not the same. That was why individual differences should be taken 

into consideration when scoring students' written work. One of them said, 'Teachers put their 

marks without writing any comments concerning the topic and the language mistakes.' 

         One supervisor said that teachers dealt differently concerning the feedback on the 

mistakes of their students. Some teachers wrote the composition on the board and asked 

students to copy it without understanding what they were writing.        

         On the other hand, some teachers dealt only with some mistakes. They focused only on 

grammatical mistakes leaving content and united ideas without any correction or comment. 

So, the evaluation of the students' writing was not precise and did not cover all aspects of 

writing. Some teachers focused on punctuation; others on content or coherence and so on. 

Consequently, the assessment depended on individual work since only high level students 
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were involved in the writing activities, and low level students were neglected and their 

writing work was ignored. Another group of teachers wrote vague terms like 'seen' as a 

corrective feedback. They did not give meaningful remarks that might direct students in their 

future writings or comments that helped students to know their mistakes and how to avoid 

them in the future. In other words, they did not point out their weaknesses and strengths. 

Therefore, the students' scores were rough and not precise. Some low level students got high 

marks and some brilliant students got low marks. Thus, it should be agreed upon some good 

and fair criteria for assessing writing and teachers must stick to these criteria.  

                                                                                 

2- What is your opinion towards the criteria for the assessment of writing adopted by 

the Ministry of Education?                                                            

         Regarding this question, seven supervisors  commented that there were no criteria which 

were given to teachers at the school  level. One of them said,  'I taught English for more than 

eighteen years. There were no criteria for the writing assessment'. 

         So how the marks should be fair while the scores standards were not found. Six 

supervisors expressed their opinions towards the scoring criteria in the GSCE. One of them 

said that the criteria were good, but they did not focus on fluency. Instead, they only focused 

on content and grammar. Another supervisor said that in the GSCE, the Ministry of Education 

only gave teachers the distribution of marks to be given for the writing skill, but teachers did 

not apply it. He said, 'It is an arbitrary one and lacks the main components of acceptable 

criteria'.            

         The majority of the supervisors interviewed said that the assessment criteria adopted by 

the Ministry of Education should be modified to be fair enough.  
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3- Do teachers follow the scoring standards given to them? 

         Most of the teachers did not follow the scoring standards given to them. According to 

(8) of the supervisors, teachers ignored these standards and invented their own scoring criteria 

instead. Hence, the subjectivity of teachers intervened in the evaluation of the students' 

compositions. Consequently, their marks were arbitrary because of the lack of criteria for 

writing evaluation.                               

         In addition, the standards given to teachers did not reflect the reality of the students' 

ability in the writing because they did not diagnose the strengths and the weaknesses of the 

students in the writing skill. Thus, these standards affected students' writing and gave them 

inaccurate marks. One supervisor said, ' Teachers rarely follow these standards because the 

personal side often comes to the scene'.                                                                                         

  

4- Why do you choose standard/s in particular?  

          Regarding the fourth question, two supervisors said that they chose these standards in 

particular because they covered most of the writing difficulties. On the other hand, five 

supervisors said that these standards were not chosen and not negotiated because they were 

imposed by the Ministry of Education. The rest of the interviewed supervisors believed that:      

a-The standards were clear and effective because they were the most suitable and helpful for 

the distribution of scores. 

b-These standards helped teachers to identify individual differences between students.                                                                                                              

c-When students at school were familiar with these standards, they helped them practice self-

correction and peer-correction. 

 

5-Do you use the same standards  every year? Why? 
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         Concerning the fifth question, four supervisors said that they used the same standards 

every year for the following reasons: 

a-They were not free to choose their own. 

b-They had common understanding. 

c-They were mostly known and realistic. 

On the other hand, three supervisors gave no answer for this question. 

 

6- Have you ever given teachers any training courses in assessing writing and giving 

feedback? If yes, how often? 

         Concerning the sixth question, six supervisors said that they did not give teachers any 

training courses in assessing writing and giving feedback. However, they were planning to 

give them such courses in the future. On the other hand, one supervisor said that he had given 

novice teachers training courses in evaluation and measurement in general. Another 

supervisor said that he gave teachers training courses about how to teach writing, not how to 

assess it. A third supervisor said that he usually gave instructions about assessing writing in 

individual meetings with his teachers.                                            

                         

7- When writing your teachers' reports, do you usually write comments on assessing 

writing and giving feedback? Give samples of these comments?              

         In answering this question, supervisors were divided into two groups. The first group 

said that they usually wrote comments when the lesson they attended was about writing. In 

this case, they wrote comments such as: 'You should read and assess your students written' 

work well. You should underline the errors and ask students to correct them'.                                             
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         The second group said that they did not write any comment about assessing writing and 

giving feedback. One supervisor from this group said, 'I have never observed a writing lesson. 

Writing is a forgotten  or neglected skill'.                                                                                       

         Most of the teachers tried to avoid teaching writing in the presence of the supervisors 

because it was a productive skill and students faced great difficulty in dealing with it. 

 

4.4. Summary 

         This chapter presented the results of the study. It included the results of the two parts of 

the questionnaire, the results of the documents, and the results of the interviews. The 

following chapter will include the discussion of the results, the conclusion, the suggestions 

and the recommendations. 
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Chapter Five  

 

5.  Discussion, conclusion,  suggestions and recommendations 

         This chapter includes the discussion of the results. Suggestions and recommendations to 

teachers, students,  parents, decision makers and researchers for further research.  

 

5.1 Discussion 

         Here is the discussion of the results:  

 

Question (1): To what extent do high school English teachers practice assessing writing 

and giving feedback for their students' written work?  

       Research on this question shows that the mean score of high school English teachers' 

practices in assessing writing and giving feedback is (2.98) which means that the teachers' 

practice regarding the assessment of writing and giving feedback is medium. It also means 

that writing assessment is not highly emphasized by high school English teachers. This 

finding could be attributed to the weakness of the students in the writing skill. This weakness 

is also reflected in Bright and Mc Gregor (1977) who point out that teachers from all over the 

world talk about high school pupils who can't put three words together, and can not even write 

the simplest sentences. This result could also show that high school teachers did not give 

much importance to teaching and assessing writing. The writing skill holds only 13.3% from 

the total mark of English in high schools. It should be indicated here that the total mark for 

English is (150) both in school and the GSCE. The mark is distributed as follows: 20 marks 

for writing, (13.3 %), 35 marks for language (23.4%), 40 marks for reading (26.6%), 20 

marks for literature (13.3%) and 35 marks for vocabulary (23.4%). The researcher believes 

that the Ministry of Education needs to raise the portion of marks to the writing skill.   
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Question (2): What are the most frequent practices of high school English teachers in 

assessing writing and giving feedback? 

         Results concerning the most frequent practices of high school English teachers in 

assessing writing and giving feedback show different responses. The teachers' responses 

regarding the (20) Items of the first part of the questionnaire on practices show (4) levels: 

very high, high, medium and low. On the one hand, the most frequent practice  with a mean 

score of (4.21) is represented by Item (20) (see Appendix A): I often explain the writing 

standards for my students so that they become aware of them and consequently avoid making 

mistakes. This Item comes at the first position with a very high degree. Second, Item (11): I 

sometimes feel that I lose my ability to remain consistent after reading some of the students' 

papers, comes in the second position with a high degree and with a mean score of (4.17). 

         The above mentioned results reveal the teachers' recognition of the importance of 

assessing their students' writing according to specific writing standards. They strongly agree 

that their students are to be informed about these standards before assessing them. This 

positive practice is beneficial for both teachers and students. As for teachers, it helps them to 

be consistent and therefore give reliable scores. As for students, being aware of the standards 

may greatly help them avoid making mistakes.  

         But this finding seems to be contrasting with teachers' response to Item (11) mentioned 

above. Losing the ability to remain consistent can only happen when teachers assess their 

students' written work without relying on specific standards. This explanation is also 

supported by the teachers' response in the open-ended questions and in the interviews. About 

(34) of the teachers confirm that they did not use the assessment instructions mentioned in the 

teacher's book. Another (12) teachers said that they did not use any standards because the 
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Ministry of Education had never given these standards, and if they did, using these standards 

might impede their students' performance in producing free compositions. 

         On the other hand, the items which come in the last position with a low degree are 

represented by Items (15) and (1). Item (15): The writing assessment criteria I use at school 

are similar to the criteria given by the Ministry of Education, has a mean score  of (1.97). 

Item (1): Teachers are not given training courses in assessing writing, comes in the last 

position with a low degree and with a mean score of (1.82). 

         The preceding results show that the criteria used at schools are not similar to those given 

by the Ministry of Education in the GSCE. This means that this is a very clear defect in the 

Ministry's practices regarding the assessment criteria either given to teachers at schools or in 

the GSCE. The writing standards are supposed to be the same, so that teachers and students  

would become aware of them in both levels.  

         Teachers also show their dissatisfaction with the absence of training courses for 

assessing writing. They strongly agree that they are not given such courses. This result shows 

teachers' awareness of the importance of these courses. 

         In sum, teachers seem to have clear contrasting responses in regard to their assessment 

practices. There seem to be tension  and conflict between their beliefs and their assessment 

practices. This result is similar to the results of the study conducted by Baik (2008) in 

Australia which also reveals teachers' tension and conflict in their assessment practices. 

 

Question (3): What is the extent of high school English teachers' perceptions towards 

assessing writing and giving feedback? 

         The research  findings show that the mean score of high school English teachers' 

perceptions towards the assessment of writing and giving feedback is 3.10 which means that 

the teachers' perceptions towards the assessment of writing and the use of feedback is 
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medium. This finding could be attributed to the same reasons mentioned in the discussion of 

question (1) above.  

 

Question (4): What are the high school English teachers' perceptions in regard to the 

assessment of writing and the use of feedback? 

         Results concerning the most common perceptions of high school teachers concerning 

the assessment of writing and the use of feedback were various. The teachers' responses 

regarding the (20) Items of the second section of the first part of the questionnaire on 

perceptions show (3) levels: high, medium and low. Items 32, 26, 40, 25 and 27 represent the 

high level of perceptions. The statements which show the medium level of perceptions are 

represented by Items 35, 30, 37, 33, 22, 23, 28, 24, 36, 38 and 31. The Items which come in 

the last position with a low degree are represented by  statements 29, 21, 34 and 39. 

         As we can see above, the majority of the items are medium. Only (5) items are given a 

high degree and (4) Items come in the last position with a low degree. In order to give clearer 

picture of the results on this question, the researcher is going to discuss two items for each 

level. 

         First, teachers  highly agree on Items (32) and (26). The mean score of Item (32) is 

(3.94) with a standard deviation of (0.91). Teachers believe that effective writing and 

effective teaching are integrated. This means that teachers have a positive attitude in response 

to this statement. They agree that there is a big relation between effective teaching for the 

writing skill and its assessment. In other words, the more we effectively teach writing, the 

more we effectively assess it. Item (26) comes in the second position. This Item has a mean of 

(3.94) and with a standard deviation of (0.95). Teachers show their agreement on this Item. 

They believe in concencentating on global errors that impede communication rather than local 
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errors.  The result seems to be in contradiction with Jacobs' et al (1983) standards which focus 

on both global  and local errors (see Appendix G).                             

           Second, teachers  are uncertain  and are unable to decide on Items (35) and (30). The 

mean score of Item (35): teachers' impressions, experience, and training play a considerable 

role in the writing assessment, is (3.37) with a standard deviation of (1.06). The mean score of 

Item (30): the writing exercises included in the textbook are not sufficient for high school 

students, is (3.22) and with a standard deviation of (1.12). The result of both Item (35) and 

Item (32) seems to be surprising. Teachers show that they do not recognize the importance of 

experience and training in the writing assessment process. They do not also have the ability to 

decide whether the number of writing exercises included in their students' textbooks are 

enough or not. 

         More surprising results are shown in items (9) and (1). The mean score of item (9): 

evaluating coherence and cohesion is difficult, is (3.52) with a standard deviation of (1.09). 

The mean score of Item (1): teachers must be given training and practice on writing 

assessment, is (2.44) with a standard deviation of (0.93). Teachers do not agree that 

evaluating cohesion and coherence is difficult. Similar to Item (35) above, teachers 

underestimate the importance of training and practice in writing assessment. 

         In sum, teachers show unexpected responses concerning their perceptions on writing 

assessment and feedback. On the one hand, they were not able to decide on clear statements 

concerning the assessment writing process. On the other hand, they expressed their 

disagreement on positive statements which were approved be several linguists as shown in the 

literature. 

           The researcher believes that this result concerning the teachers' perceptions could be 

attributed to the following reasons: 
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1-Teachers did not seriously answer the items of the questionnaire. They answered the items 

of the questionnaire randomly and without accurate concentration on each item. 

2-The absence of the effective writing teaching strategies made teachers unable to make their 

decisions on the statements of the questionnaire.  

3-Teachers' concentration on teaching grammar neglecting the writing skill and its evaluation 

was another reason for this result. 

4-The limited role of the Ministry of Education in organizing workshops and compulsory 

training courses on teaching and assessing the writing skill was yet another considerable 

reason. 

 

Question (5): What are the most appropriate guidelines for evaluating the writing skill 

of high school students in Palestine?  

         In response to this question, teachers showed various contrasting opinions which could 

be outlined as follows:  

1-Some teachers focused on content and the mechanics of the language. They believe that 

conveying ideas is more important than worrying about grammatical mistakes. 

2-Other teachers thought that students' written work should be evaluated according to specific 

criteria which include good handwriting, neatness, mechanics, cohesion, coherence, grammar 

and vocabulary.  

3-Others said that they avoided using the analytical approach because it is "time consuming" 

(Perkins 1983, Weigle 2002) 

4-Some teachers said that the appropriate guidelines or approaches were determined 

according to the level of the students. With high school level students, the analytical approach 

is the most appropriate whereas they prefer to use the holistic approach with low level 

students or with students in the literary stream. 
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5-A big number of teachers assure that any writing assessment approach should focus on both 

form and meaning because they are integrated. 

         These controversial points of view of teachers towards the approach that should be used 

in assessing high school students' written work are due to the following reasons: 

1-Lack of experience and training for the teachers. 

2-Lack of clear criteria for assessing writing at schools. 

3-Lack of supervision on the writing skill. 

4-Ignorance of the writing skill by several teachers. 

         In sum, teaching and assessing the writing skill seem to be a problematic area for EFL 

teachers. It is ignored by many teachers who are rarely trained or given clear instruction or 

guidance on how to teach and assess the writing of their students.  

        The researcher believes that the most appropriate approach for evaluating writing is the 

analytical approach of Jacob (1983) which is considered as  one of the best known and widely 

used scale in EFL. ( Francis, (1977), Adams,(1981), Weigle, (2002).  

 

 Question (6): What comments do supervisors provide teachers in regard to their 

practices in assessing writing ? 

         Research on this question shows controversial results. In response to Item (4) of the 

questionnaire about practices (In their reports, supervisors usually write comments on writing 

assessment and feedback), teachers show a high degree of agreement on this Item with a mean 

score of 3.86. In contrast, (9) of the teachers interviewed confirmed that supervisors never 

commented on writing in their visits to teachers. One of them said: "Supervisors rarely talk, 

ask or comment on students' written compositions." 

         Furthermore, when supervisors were asked the question (When writing your teachers' 

reports, do you usually write comments on writing assessment and feedback?), they 
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confirmed that they did not write any comments about writing assessment and feedback. This 

is because according to them, they never observed a writing lesson and writing is a forgotten 

and neglected skill. 

         In order to achieve a clear answer for this question, the researcher investigated (60) 

reports written by English supervisors. The findings of this investigation showed that there 

were no comments noticed in relation to writing. 

         This conclusion could be attributed to the following reasons: 

1-Teachers avoided teaching writing in the presence of their supervisors. 

2-Teachers were confident and sure of the approaches they used in teaching this skill. 

3-Many teachers and supervisors confirmed that the writing skill is neglected especially at 

primary level. 

4-Most teachers prioritized the teaching of reading comprehension and language rather than 

the writing skill. 

5-Supervisors focused their comments only on the lesson they attend. 

         To summarize, it becomes obvious that there are lack or even rare comments from the 

English supervisors side on writing and writing assessment. The researcher believes that it is 

unfair to neglect this central skill in our schools. Therefore, teachers, supervisors and the 

Ministry of Education hold part of the responsibility on regard to this neglection. Teachers 

who did not focus much on this skill, should pay more attention and awareness towards it. 

Supervisors also hold another part of the responsibility of asking teachers about the written 

work of their students. At the end, the Ministry of Education is not excluded from holding 

part of responsibility by providing supervisors with beneficial instructions concerning the 

evaluation of writing in an attempt to solve all the problems of this significant skill.   
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Question (7): What kind of writing corrective feedback is used by 11th and 12th grade 

teachers? 

         In response to this question, teachers showed different contrasting reactions. These 

reactions can be summarized as follows: 

1-The mean score of teachers' response on Item (6) (I usually give written comments in 

addition to oral ones on students' papers)  is 2.42 which means that teachers' comments on 

students' written work is low. A similar result is also found on teachers' response on Item (14) 

(In assessing my students writing, I only give the mark in addition to words like good, very 

good, excellent…etc. The mean score for this Item is 2.39. This result could be attributed to 

the general ignorance of the writing skill. It could also be due to the fact that assessing and 

giving feedback for writing is time consuming. Sommers (1982) cited in Ferris (2009) found 

that written commentary on students papers "consumes the largest proportion of teachers' 

time". 

2-In response to the open-ended questions of the questionnaire, two teachers said that they 

concentrated on general comments avoiding writing specifically about the problematic areas 

of their students. The result matched with Sommers cited in Ferris (2009) who said that 

"teachers' comments were largely generic, rather than text-specific".  

3-Some teachers said that they commented on their students' written work by writing symbols. 

They identify their students' errors by writing 'sp' for selling 'pp' for prepositions 'wo' for word 

order and so on. The idea of using symbols is supported by Chandler (2003).   

 4-In the teachers' interview, some teachers said that they used written and oral comments. As 

for the written comments, they said that they used positive comments like: 'nice', you can do 

better', 'add more ideas'…..and so on. As for the oral feedback, some of them said that they 

discuss their students' papers while distributing them in the class. 
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5-In the supervisors' interview, most of them confirmed that there was a big neglection of 

using feedback among high school English teachers. One of them said: "Teachers do not 

follow clear assessment standards and consequently, they don't give accurate and effective 

feedback". 

 

Question (8):How often do high school English teachers receive training courses in 

assessing writing and feedback? 

         Results on this question showed that the mean score of Item (1) on practices (Teachers 

are not given training courses in assessing writing) is (1.82) which means that the majority of 

teachers strongly agreed that have received no training courses in assessing writing. As for the 

teachers' response to Item (21) of the perceptions (teachers must be given training and 

practice in assessing writing), the mean score for this Item is (2.44) which means that about 

50% agree on the importance in training in the assessment of writing. This finding agrees with 

(McIntyre, 1993, Weigle, 1994, 1998, Wigglesworth, 1993) who emphasize the importance of 

training in minimizing the differences between raters and in increasing self-consistency.                                                                        

         Results from the teachers' interview show that all teachers confirmed that they received 

little or no training courses on writing assessment. In response to the question in the 

supervisors interview (Have you ever given teachers any training courses on writing 

assessment?), supervisors said that they did not give teachers any training courses on the 

assessment of writing. Two of them said, 'we give novice teachers training courses in 

evaluation and measurement in general'.                                                                                       

         It now becomes clear that there are different responses in regard to the training courses 

for writing assessment. On the one hand, teachers assured the importance of holding training 

courses, and on the other hand, they strongly confirmed that they never received such courses. 
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Supervisors who could not carry out such courses independently supported teachers in their 

point of view.                          

           As a matter of fairness, the researcher and his colleagues experienced some training in 

assessing writing. Teachers who evaluate writing in the GSCE are chosen according to their 

experience. Before they start the assessment process, they are given about an hour training on 

how to assess students' papers. It should be indicated here that (20) high school English 

teachers are involved in this training. Each one of them is supposed to assess (20) 

compositions. When they finish, they write their scores with their names and the number of 

papers on the blackboard. In the final stage, teachers with the help of the supervisor and the 

head of the assessment committee open a discussion of the results in an attempt to achieve 

reliable scores.                                                                            

         No one can deny that this kind of training is beneficial. However, this training is 

insufficient and it does not include and benefit all the teachers. Consequently,  the researcher 

believes that it is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education to organize training courses 

by the help of experts in this area and for all the English teachers.                                                                              

                                                         

5.2. Conclusion 

         The study discussed in this paper examined high school English teachers' perceptions 

and assessment practices for the writing skill in Palestine. The findings the study however, 

shed some light on issues concerning the assessment of high school academic writing. In 

general, the findings show that there are tensions and conflicts between what teachers believe 

about their assessment of their students' written work and how they actually do in the process 

of grading and marking the writing skill.  The study could be concluded in the following 

points: 
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1-Teachers' practice regarding the assessment of writing and giving feedback was medium. It 

was below the level expected by the Palestinian Ministry of Education. 

2-Teachers' writing assessment practices were controversial.  

3-High school English teachers' perceptions towards the assessment of writing and the use of 

feedback was also medium which meant that teachers were unable to decide on the Items of 

the questionnaire. 

4-Significant relationship between both the means of high school English teachers' practices 

and their perceptions regarding the assessment of writing and giving feedback was noticed. 

This meant that the higher the degree of practice was, the higher the attitude towards was, and 

vice versa. 

5-The most appropriate approach for evaluating the writing skill of high school students in 

Palestine was the analytical approach. It was also seen that the Palestinian writing guidelines 

are closer to the analytical approach of Jacobs' et al (1983). However,  some of the Palestinian 

guidelines needed some modification.    

6-Supervisors' reports rarely included comments on teachers' practices concerning writing 

assessment and giving feedback. 

7-Very few comments were given by high school English teachers as a corrective feedback on 

their students' written work in the school level in particular. 

8-Teachers were not given any kind of training courses on assessing writing and using 

feedback by the Ministry of Education. 

   

5.3. Suggestions and recommendations  

         Based on the results of the study and the above- mentioned discussion, the following 

points are recommended and suggested to teachers, students, decision makers, parents and 

further research. 
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5.3.1. Teachers  

1-Teachers should explain to their students the criteria which are going to be used in assessing 

their essays.                                                                                  

2-Teachers should not use discouraging comments such as bad, careless and be more careful.                                     

3-Teachers should be aware of the important role of assessing their students' writing.                                                                                                           

                                                                                                    

5.3.2.  Students  

1-Students should not worry too much about their mistakes because mistakes are inevitable 

and one can learn from these mistakes.                                             

2-Students should realize the importance of practice as it helps in making ones writing 

perfect.                                                                                                 

3-Students should realize the important role of reading which can be considered as a vital key 

for good writing.                                                                          

4-Students should lean how to evaluate their own written work (self-correction). 

      

5.3.3. Decision makers  

1-Decision makers should organize training courses and workshops and make teachers' 

attendance compulsory. 

2-The ministry should, with the help of high school teachers and supervisors, create a more 

reliable analytical standards for the writing assessment at school and in the GSCE. 

3-More emphasis should be given to teaching writing as well as its evaluation.  

4-More grades should be given to writing skills. 

5-Supervisors are supposed to investigate the teachers' practices in writing and to comment on 

them no matter the lesson they attend is. 

6-Teachers should train their students on pair assessment and self assessment. 
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7-Training courses for both English supervisors and teachers should be held to train them on 

the use of the writing assessment standards and giving effective feedback. 

8-High school teachers should be given the chance to participate in designing the writing 

assessment criteria. 

 

5.3.4. Parents  

1-Parents should follow their children's progress in writing by intensifying their visits to 

school. 

2-Their encouragement and continuous assistance may help their sons and daughters 

overcome the difficulty of writing. 

3-Parents may help their children by organizing or offering  special courses on  writing. These 

courses may help in improving their children's  writing. 

  

5.3.5.  Further Research 

Finally, the researcher would like to suggest the following issues for further research: 

1-Further research can investigate the techniques used in teaching the writing skill in 

Palestine. 

2-The characteristics of a good writer and the qualities of a good piece of writing. 

3-The investigation of the techniques that should be used in responding to students' writing. 

4-The investigation of the intra-reliability for the same teacher's scores and the inter-reliability 

for all the teachers' scores. 

5-The investigation of the effectiveness of giving writing feedback.                                                        

6-The variables that may affect the teaching and the evaluation of writing. 
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5.4. Summary 

         This chapter presents the discussion of the results in the light of the research questions. 

It also includes some suggestions and recommendations for teachers, students, decision 

makers, parents and further research. Finally, the researcher hopes that this work will 

contribute in away or another in revising and reconsidering the process of teaching writing 

and its evaluation in the Palestinian high schools.   
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Appendices                                                                                                       

Appendix A 
Questionnaire 
Dear colleagues, 

 
             This questionnaire will be used for an MA thesis at Hebron University. 

It is designed to investigate the perceptions and the  practices of  Palestinian 

high school English teachers towards the writing  assessment and feedback .  

 

             You don't need to write your name, and your answers will be 

confidentially  kept and   will be used for research purposes only. Therefore, you 

are kindly requested to respond sincerely, honestly  and thoughtfully.  

   

              Please, read the following statements and indicate on the scale from (1-

5) how much you agree or disagree  with each statement by circling the  

appropriate number in the box.                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                       

     1- Strongly Disagree    2-Disagree    3-Uncertain (no opinion)   4-Agree   5- Strongly 

Agree  

                                                                                                                                 
                Thank you for your cooperation.  

  
  -:Student  الشراونھھعقاب علي عبد رب
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Part One: Practices and Perceptions  
1- Strongly Disagree  2-Disagree  3-Uncertain (no opinion)   4-Agree   5- Strongly  Agree  
The First Section: Practices  

5 4 3  2 1 Item 
 

N. 

5 4 3 2 1 Teachers are not given training courses in assessing writing. 1 
5 4 3 2 1 When scoring students' writing, I usually refer to the assessment 

criteria.  
2 

5 4 3 2 1 In assessing my students' papers, I am usually affected by my overall 
general impression.  

3 

5 4 3 2 1 In their reports, supervisors usually write comments on writing 
assessment and feedback.  

4 

5 4 3 2 1 I give students all the writing exercises included in the textbook.  
 

5 

5 4 3 2 1 I usually give oral comments in addition to written ones on the 
students' papers.  

6 

5 4 3 2 1 I use assessment standards as effective guidelines to plan writing 
instruction and adjust assessment practices.  

7 

5 4 3 2 1 Teachers usually focus on the mechanics rather than the other aspects 
of language. 

8 

5 4 3 2 1 I have tolerance for grammar errors in the students' essays.  9 
5 4 3 2 1 I frequently refer to the other essays I have read whenever possible 

for maintaining consistency in my assessment.  
10 

5 4 3 2 1 I sometimes feel that I lose my ability to remain consistent after 
reading some of the students' papers. 

11 

5 4 3 2 1 I often underline the students' error and correct it.  12 
5 4 3 2 1 After reading about 15 essays, I tend to read selectively (not reading 

each and every sentence) .  
13 

5 4 3 2 1 In assessing my students' writing, I only give the mark in addition to 
words like good, very good, excellent…etc.  

14 

5 4 3 2 1 The writing assessment  criteria I use at school is similar to the 
criteria given by the Ministry of Education.  

15 

5 4 3 2 1 In assessing my students' writing, I don't give grammar much 
importance because grammar has already been evaluated in other 
sections in the exam.  

16 

5 4 3 2 1 In assessing my students' writing, I frequently refer to their errors by 
underlining the  errors without correcting them. 

17 

5 4 3 2 1 I assess my students' writing according to my supervisors' notes.  18 
5 4 3 2 1 I am  interested in teaching the writing skill rather than being busy 

with the assessment approaches of writing.  
19 

5 4 3 2 1 I often explain the writing standards for my students so that they 
become aware of them and consequently avoid making mistakes. 

20  
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The Second Section: Perceptions 
  

1- Strongly Disagree  2-Disagree  3-Uncertain (no opinion)   4-Agree   5- Strongly  Agree 
  

5 4 3  2  1 Item No. 
5 4 3  2  1 Teachers must be given training and practice in writing  

assessment.                                                                              
21 

5 4 3  2  1 The criteria used to assess writing are clear, consistent and easy to 
be applied and so, teachers always stick to them. 

22 

5 4 3  2  1 The results of the writing assessment can help teachers revise their 
practices in teaching writing. 

23 

5 4 3  2  1 Writing assessment should be based on well known reliable 
standards. 

24 

5 4 3  2  1 The criteria used to assess writing are derived from the purpose of 
writing.  

25 

5 4 3  2  1 A good assessment approach focuses on global errors (i.e. errors 
of content and organization) that impede communication of 
meaning.  

26 

5 4 3  2  1 The assessment approach tends to focus on all language features 
such as grammar, style, organization, content, coherence and 
mechanics 

27 

5 4 3  2  1 The assessment criteria enable teachers to provide accurate 
evaluation. 

28 

5 4 3  2  1 Evaluating coherence (unity of thought, logic and structure) and 
cohesion (connection of ideas, arguments and statements) is 
difficult.  

29 

5 4 3  2  1 The writing exercises included in the textbook are not sufficient 
for  high school students. 

30 

5 4 3  2  1 Writing assessment is useful as it gives good feedback for both 
students and teachers.   

31 

5 4 3  2  1 Effective writing assessment and effective teaching are integrated. 32 
5 4 3  2  1 The assessment scoring standards help bridge the gap between 

experienced raters' scores and inexperienced raters' scores. 
33 

5 4 3  2  1 Working for long hours scoring students' papers may affect the 
accuracy of the assessment.  

34 

5 4 3  2  1 The teachers' impressions, experience and training play a 
considerable role in the writing assessment. 

35 

5 4 3  2  1 Teachers avoid using the analytical approach in assessing writing 
because it is time consuming. 

36 

5 4 3  2  1 Inexperienced teachers  usually give unreliable scores and take 
more time to assess writing.  

37 

5 4 3  2  1 Scoring students' papers at school is different from scoring their 
papers in the General Secondary Certificate Examination   

38 
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5 4 3  2  1 Standards should reflect the Ministry's' goals. 39  
5 4 3  2  1 High school teachers should be given the chance to participate in 

designing the writing assessment criteria. 
40 
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Part Two: Open-end questions for teachers 
  

1-What scoring approach or approaches do you usually use when evaluating 

your students compositions? In other words, how do you evaluate your students' 

compositions  

2-Do you follow the instructions mentioned in the teachers book  

3-When evaluating your students' compositions, do you focus on form or 

meaning?   

4-What is your opinion about the assessment of writing of high school students 

on both levels, the school level and the ministry's level?  

5-What are your suggestions and recommendations for improving the writing 

assessment process?   

Please, add any other important comments:  
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Appendix B 

Samples of teachers' answers on the open-end questions 
 
A – What scoring approach or approaches do you usually use when 
evaluating your students compositions? In other words, how do you 
evaluate your student’ compositions? 
 

1. The main points and ideas, punctuation mark, spelling and grammatical 
mistakes. 

2. I usually evaluate my student’s compositions according to some criteria, 
such as form, meaning, style, coherence and cohesion. 

3. When evaluating my students’ compositions, I usually focus on the 
general design of the whole paper. 

4. The standard. 
5. I correct their errors and put marks. 
6. Well, meaning-based assessment. If the writing conveys convincing ideas, 

it’s ok. 
7. I put grades (A, B, C…..) 
8. By circling mistakes concerning grammar, spelling and structure, then 

giving them the correct form. 
9. According to the form, style focusing on language and the meaning of the 

essay. 
10. It depends on the grades. 12th grades differ from other. 
11. According to the cohesion of the text, (i.e.) the grammar, style of the text, 

vocabulary. All parts of the composition should be connected together. 
12. No answer. 
13. No answer. 
14. I follow the grade criteria, sentence construction, using connectors, 

relevant ideas, supporting details. 
15. When I usually score the writing activities, I focus on grammar, content, 

coherence. 
16. I usually read every sentence in the essay. I mark and correct serious 

mistakes. 
17. I should read the students’ writing; correct the wrong form or meaning. 

Be sure there were no grammatical mistakes. 
18. I usually give overall general important impression when evaluating my 

students composition. But if the grammatical errors, coherence, unity… 
etc. are too many, I take that into account.  

19. I concentrate on the mechanics and the content. 
20. I used the symbols of writing (e.g.) pp, sp, ww, and I focus on the idea 

rather than the grammatical errors. 
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21. In general, I use the analytical approach; I take it in consideration every 
thing that relates to writing. 

22. I have my own way of dealing with writing. 
23. I generally focus on meaning, i.e. as long as meaning is communicated; I 

consider a student’s writing acceptable. 
24. I focus on the outline of the essay and the correct ideas with correct 

punctuation marks. 
25. Teachers correct student’s mistakes, students re-write their compositions 

again. Student’s compositions should include general ideas, correct 
sentences, etc. 

26. I focus on the meaning of the sentences with correct punctuation marks. 
27. I usually focus on the language, essay body and key words. 
28. I divided students into two types, good and bad – in the case of good 

students I focus on all things, but in the case of bad students, I focus on 
just writing. 

29. I pay attention to the unity of the topic, structure and thoughts (coherence 
and the form of the topic as well as coherence). 

30. I usually refer to the assessment criteria. 
31. There is no composition in the elementary classes. 
32. Depending on many things; such as the ideas, the lay out, the structure of 

sentences, grammar, punctuation… etc.  
33. How dose the pupil divide the paragraph. How to write topic sentence 

correctly and how all the paragraph corresponds with topic. 
34. I look for the frame, appearance, introduction, body paragraphs, main 

ideas, supporting ideas conclusion, connectors and grammar. 
35. By writing notes and marking. 
36. Depend on ideas, structure, punctuation lay out of sentences. 
37. It depends on the level and the topic. In some compositions, it is 

necessary to evaluate the writing as a whole. In others, we have to correct 
the grammar mistakes, spelling … etc. 

38. I underline the area of difficulty with correcting the errors and give 
feedback to the Ss. 

39. I evaluate their compositions according to the unity of the subject, 
grammatical mistakes, spelling mistakes and structure. 

40. Reading their papers, underling the errors, correcting them. 
41. Reading the writing, underline the errors, put or write initials for some 

common words like C. for capitalization / P for punctuation and so on… 
42. It depends on what is required from the composition. 
43. I usually have an overall view, and then I do care for language/ grammar 

mistakes... language organization…/ content and form.  
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44. When I evaluate my students, I usually focus on the general lay out, 
theme topic, content, punctuation marks, spelling and structural mistakes 
and so on. 

45. Focus on the meaning and the form. 
46. We focus on the form and the meaning. 
47. Just pass or failure. 
48.  In evaluating my students’ composition I usually correct spelling as well 

as grammar mistakes by using symbols refer to each item. 
49. No answer. 
50. According to a list of evaluation that includes good handwriting, neatness, 

punctuation marks, coherence and cohesion, grammar and vocabulary 
used. 

51. According to their ideas, then according to coherence and cohesion. 
52. Through using student self assessment, Teacher correction and sometimes 

depends on the level the students. 
 
 
B – Do you follow the instructions mentioned in the teacher’s book? 
  

1- Sometimes. 
2- Yes, I do. So I ask my students to give me an outline or starter sentences 

in order to introduce the first paragraph, then I give them a chance to 
select information from the provided ideas and write notes and I pay 
attention to correct their spelling…. 

3- No, I don’t. 
4- Sometimes. 
5- Sometimes I follow the instructions, but I often find then useless. 
6- Never. 
7- Sometimes. 
8- Sometimes, I follow them but in general I use other methods that are 

suitable to the subject and kind of students we have. 
9- Yes, I do 

10- Sometimes I follow the teacher’s book especially when I want to                                     
give marks for certain writing. 

11- Sure, instruction in the teacher’s book is the guideline that teachers always 
follow in explaining lessons. 

12- No answer. 
13- Sometimes. 
14- Hardly do me. 
15- I don’t follow these instructions exactly. I have to take the students level 

into consideration. 
16- No, I don’t. I don’t read them at all. 
17- Yes, I do. 
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18- No, I don’t often follow them because, as teachers, we don’t usually teach 
the students this instruction. 

19- Not really. 
20- Sometimes yes and sometimes no. 
21- I rarely use the instructions in the TB. I usually depend on the topic it and 

me try to take the ideas from the students themselves. 
22- Not always. 
23- No, I never follow them because following them may impede student’s 

performance in producing composition. 
24- Sometimes. 
25- Sometimes. 
26- Sometimes. 
27- Sometimes. 
28- No. 
29- I do, but usually I don’t because, can’t apply these instructions on all levels 

of students “levels are vary”.  
30- Yes, I do. 
31- Sometimes. 
32- Not exactly, some points may be considered and others may be left. 
33- Not always. 
34- I often follow them. 
35- Sometimes. 
36- Not always. It depends on the level of the class. 
37- According to the writing itself and its topic. 
38- Yes, I do. 
39- Yes, I do but sometimes I should use other ways. 
40- Of course. 
41- Yes, of course 
42- Yes, I do. 
43- Not all the time, depending on the specific objectives and the level of the 

students. 
44- Yes, I sometimes follow the instructions mentioned in the teacher’s book 

and I add my own criteria. I think the teacher should be creative. 
45- Yes. 
46- Yes. 
47- Yes. 
48- Not always, I sometimes use the instructions and other times, I use my own 

assessment. 
49- Yes. 
50- Yes, I do. I add it them from my enrichment material. 
51- Sometimes. 
52- Not always, but I make use of the points mentioned in it. 
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C- When evaluating your students' compositions, do you focus on form or 
meaning?  
1- Sometimes. 
2- In general, when I evaluate my students' compositions, I always focus on both 
the form of the composition and the meaning of the whole paragraph. 
3- I only focus on meaning. 
4- Both. 
5- I focus on both of them. 
6- Just meaning. 
7- On both. 
8- I focus on meaning rather than form though form is also important and 
sometimes it affects meaning. 
9- Both, form and meaning. 
10- I often focus on both, especially with commercial students (e.g.) letters, 
CV... Etc... 
11- We focus on both the form and the meaning, both complete each other. 
12- No answer. 
13- on form. 
14- on both form and meaning. 
15- I usually focus on both form and meaning because they are interlotting with 
each other. 
16- I usually focus on both. 
17- On form and meaning. 
18- I focus on both form and meaning because if the student focus on form 
without accounting the meaning it means he doesn't understand what is he 
writing, and the form means that the student is organizing his writing. 
19- Both with more emphasis on form. 
20- I focus on meaning than the form. 
21- I usually focus on both form and meaning but I sometimes ignore the form 
because I focus on form on language lesson. 
22- On both, but I gave more attention to meaning. 
23- I focus on meaning in the first place. I give little important to form. 
24- on the meaning. 
25- I focus on meaning and in some cases the form. 
26- Meaning. 
27- on the meaning. 
28- Meaning. 
29- Actually I focus on both, but I give meaning a little bit more concentration. 
30- I focus on meaning. 
31- on form. 
32- on both. 
33- Both of them. 
34- Yes, I do. The connection in ideas is very important in order to give a good 
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idea. 
35- I usually focus on form and meaning. 
36- Both. 
37-both of them but the meaning is more important in some topics. 
38-form and meaning. 
39- Form. 
40- Meaning is the 1st step then the form. 
41- I focus on the form as well as meaning. 
42- I focus on form and meaning. 
43- Meaning, ideas, theme, and then the form that is inter-reliant. 
44- When I evaluate my students, I usually focus on both form and meaning. 
45- Both. 
46- Both. 
47- Both. 
48- I focus on form and meaning, because focusing on form teaches students to 
be organized and tidy. Also meaning is essential in developing writing skills. 
49- I usually focus on meaning. 
50- On both but meaning to me is more important. 
51- Form is important and meaning, but form is taking a lot of care. 
52- I usually focus on both, I can’t rely on one side, and each completes the 
other. 
 
D- What is your opinion about the assessment of writing of high school 
students on both levels, the school level and the ministry level?- 

1. The level is not good in general. 
2. I have no ideas about the difference between them. 
3. Not comprehensive. 
4. Consistent. 
5. No answer. 
6. First students should be aware of assessment techniques, so that 

they could excel their writing. Secondly, the ministry should adopt 
one technique or another. No they here no ideas. 

7. I think they are insufficient. 
8. On the ministry level, we are more accurate because we have 

certain points to consider and we also have specific criteria. 
9. No opinion. 
10. At schools, teachers tend to be more accurate in assessment than 

ministry level. 
11. I have no ideas. 
12. No answer. 
13. No answer. 
14. The school level is more reliable than ministry. 
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15. I don’t agree with this idea, students should be assessed at one level 
only. 

16. Both of them are equal. Because I follow nearly the same criteria. 
17. Students need to improve their writing, work hard to develop their 

writing skills. 
18. I think both of them have the same difficulty, but the problem here 

is the weak level of the students. 
19. Don’t know. 
20. I prefer to evaluate both levels in the same way. 
21. The assessment of writing on the ministry’s level is more flexible 

than the school one. 
22. No answer 
23. I think the same teacher follow the same way of assessment on both 

levels- school level and ministry’s level. I don’t like that way of 
assessment. 

24. There is similarity on the criteria if outline and meaning. 
25. No answer. 
26. Focus on the meaning and the outline of the compositions. 
27. School level is more accurate then ministry’s level. 
28. No answer. 
29. I think in the school level the teachers should focus on assessment 

more and to suit feed bake to students, while in the ministry’ level 
we shouldn’t follow analytical approach. 

30. It needs to focus on. 
31. No answer. 
32. I think both are similar, I’m the same teacher who teaches and 

corrects at school or at tawjihi 
33. There is no difference. 
34. We do the ministry’s level as simple as the school one in order to 

make it easy for students as possible. 
35. Their writing is very poor and need to improve it. 
36. No answer. 
37. I think the guided writing that gives to students makes the lack of 

experiences that we face; the students have not the ability to write 
by themselves. 

38. They are the same. 
39. They are the same. 
40. There is no gap between the evaluations. 
41. I see that it is not evaluated correctly. 
42. It should be changed. 
43. It’s not accurate and consistent. Each time the ministry concentrates 

on different criteria and these criteria are not provided to school 
teacher. 
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44. I think it is good but it needs improvement. 
45. We use the standard used in ministry’s level of education. 
46. We use the standard used in the ministry’s level. 
47. Average. 
48. I think it is not sativa because teachers do not stick to these 

instructions of assessment, they use their own assessment. 
49. It’s applicable. 
50. Both are traditional and based on the correctors impressions and 

feelings. 
51. It doesn’t affect both levels. 
52. The school level should go on with the ministry’s level. 
 
 
E- What are your suggestions and recommendations for 
improving the writing assessment process? 

1. Students showed incense, their vocabulary and write short 
paragraph. 

2. I think that we should give the students a chance to write about 
general topics away from the topics on their textbook. 

3. The ministry with the help of English experienced teachers, 
supervisors and administrative should cooperate in designing 
more comprehensive writing standards. 

4. Giving much more attention in lower levels. 
5. I think students should write about general topics and write 

freely. 
6. Writing in English is as bad as writing in Arabic, students 

should be taught writing in early ages. Thus, they should   start 
learning about assessment intermediate levels. In secondary 
schools they will be better. 

7. No answer. 
8. Encouraging high school students to read. Because I believe that 

who reads a lot will be a good writer. I also believe that students 
should be encouraged to express themselves orally. 

9. Using simple topic. 
10. Courses in assessment should be given especially for novice 

teachers. Supervisors have to include their comments with notes 
in assessment of writing. 

11. I suggest that teachers can give students simple topics other than 
those in the text book. 

12. No answer. 
13. No answer. 
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14. Give more practice for writing, increase number of lessons to 
each class and teachers should have given training for writing 
skills. 

15. To give students more and more practice inside and outside the 
classroom and focus on free writing. 

16. My suggestion is to focus on the ideas and meaning more than 
grammar. 

17. Students need more practice, and the supervision of their 
teachers. Students should work on writing with their teachers at 
first not alone. 

18. I think the ministry should specify a separate chapter for writing 
skills including all the instructions related to the rules of writing, 
and having the students write in the classroom as they write an 
exam. 

19. Giving training to teachers. 
20. I suggest to use the notes in assessment and to focus on the new 

ideas. 
21. I recommend holding more courses to improve the writing 

assessment. Moreover, I recommend attending some perfect 
lesson for some experienced teachers. 

22. We should give importance to the skills itself in the early stages. 
There should be single reliable assessment criteria. I think that 
students at school level should be encouraged to write whatever 
occurs to their minds without attaching importance to grammar 
mistakes. Grammar will gradually and spontaneously be okay. 

23. I think that students at school level should be encouraged to 
write whatever occurs to their minds without attending 
importance to grammar mistakes. Grammar will gradually and 
spontaneously be okay.  

24. To correct with the whole class by using LCD. 
25. As I notice literary stream students aren’t able to write 

compositions. They should be given only gaps to fill-simple 
words to add. Their assessment of writing should be parallel and 
equal to the assessment of other branches. 

26. To use project and LCD in order to correct their compositions. 
27. The more you write the more you will be a good writer. 
28. No answer. 
29. To give teachers training courses on assessment writing. 
30. No answer. 
31. No answer. 
32. I think more practicing by the students of writing. Giving them 

additional writing. Besides, giving the teachers ways and 
methods of how to teach writing to their students. 
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33. The teacher should give additional practicing for writing. 
34. I see that the main problem in writing is the student’s weakness 

in the writing skills and in learning vocabularies, not in the 
method of teaching. 

35. No answer. 
36. Additional practicing of writing. 
37. First the writing exercises must be presented in the earlier 

levels, (grades), avoiding the guided writing in every exercise, 
choosing topics more interesting to students. 

38. Teachers must be given training and practice in writing. 
39. Reading is the origin of writing so students must read. 
40. No answer. 
41. The teachers are to give importance to writing skill. 
42. Variation of exercises guided and not guided. 
43. The ministry should distribute the good criteria for assessment, 

and teachers should be followed up by their supervisors. 
44. To do so, I think that teachers should be given training 

assessment on writing assessment and this should be theoretical 
and practical. 

45. No answer. 
46. No answer. 
47. To follow certain criteria. 
48. It is necessary to train students in elementary levels to the 

instruction of correcting mistakes. Train teachers to use a 
standard style in correcting mistakes. 

49. Students should read a lot and write a lot. 
50.   Holding workshops for teacher in service from time to time. 

Encouraging students by grades and assessment expressing. 
51. To make less topic, e.g. in al-tawjihi (four topics). The teacher 

should do it at classrooms and check, read some student’s work. 
52-To improve students abilities in writing and built their 
awareness towards the way of correction or the criteria used in 
evaluation. 

 
 
 
F- Additional comments: 
 
 

1. Teachers shown encourage students to learn new words and to develop 
their language. 

2. No comment. 
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3. Writing should be giving more attention. This important still is totally 
neglected at school. 

4. To consider the methods of teaching writing in the lowers levels. 
5. No comment. 
6. Dear friend, this is a great subject. But not easy. Take care and good luck 

man. 
7. No comment. 
8. Writing is greatly neglected in our schools because teachers find it 

difficult to deal with it. For this reason we hardly find students who have 
the ability to write so they tend to cheat in Al-tawjihi Exam. I 
recommended that teachers should focus on writing from the very 
beginning even in the first stages. 

9. No comment. 
10. With my best wishes for you to pass and succeed. God may help in 

assessing your MA thesis. I hope that your supervisor. I follow your 
approach in assessing in Al-tawjihi. 

11. No comment. 
12. No comment. 
13. No comment. 
14. No comment. 
15. No comment. 
16. Writing skills should be more organized in the textbooks. 
17. No comment.  
18. I think the organization of the text books given to the students doesn’t fit 

with our student’s abilities, that’s why it should be changed. 
19. No comment.  
20. The students have a big weakness in writing and expressing their ideas in 

writing composition. 
21. In general writing is ignored in schools especially on primary school. 
22. We can’t talk about the assessment of writing since most schools do not 

practice writing at all. 
23. Students semantic and grammar errors should be corrected by the teacher 

directly; the errors should be orally explained to the students. 
24. Encourage student to read extra stories to be summarized by their own 

language. 
25. No comment. 
26. No comment.  
27. No comment.  
28. No comment.  
29. I think teachers should be given more time to assess writing. 
30. No comment.  
31. No comment.  
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32. I hope you will be able to have the MA degree and you will benefit both 
teachers and students of how to develop English writing at our schools. 

33. No comment.  
34. No comment.  
35. No comment.  
36. No comment.  
37. The most important issue is that our students don’t like English Language 

as a second language. As a result, they don’t have enough vocabulary 
which helps them to build their writing. 

38. High school teachers should be given the chance to participate in 
designing the writing assessment criteria. 

39. I think we should have get students to be familiar with “stories” in order 
to try to write as good as possible. Teachers must have courses in teaching 
writing. Writing is the most complicated part of teaching and also it is the 
most complicated form for students also. 

40. No comment.  
41. No comment.  
42. No comment.  
43. I’ve noticed that most of the women teachers assess, evaluate and correct 

the composition topics much better than male teachers who neglect this 
skill and exclude it in many schools. 

44. No comment.  
45. No comment.  
46. No comment.  
47. No comment.  
48. I think writing is the most difficult skill concerning teaching and 

assessing. Therefore, I hope that God will help you in completing this 
difficult project. 

49. No comment.  
50. I hope that this skill must take more attention and consideration from both 

teachers and students. 
51. It’s not important, that the writing should be related to units. 
52. No comment.  
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Appendix C   

Questionnaire: Arabic Version 

  استبیان

 :أعزائي المعلمین

  

تم تصمیمھ لكي یقوم بفحص وجھات نظر . الة ماجستیر في جامعة الخلیل    ھذا االستبیان سیستعمل لرس

  .وممارسات معلمي اللغة االنجلیزیة للمرحلة الثانویة في فلسطین اتجاه تقییم الكتابھ والتغذیة الراجعة

  

ولھذا یرجى االجابھ بصدق .    علما بأنھ ال داعي لكتابة االسم وستحفظ اإلجابات إلغراض البحث فقط

  .عنوتم

  

لكي تبین كم أنت متفق أو غیر متفق مع كل بند بوضع دائرة ) 5- 1(   اقرأ العبارات التالیة ثم اختار األرقام 

  .  حول الرقم المناسب

  وشكرا على تعاونكم

  عقاب علي عبد ربھ الشراونھ: الباحث

                                                                                                                        
  موافق بشده-5موافق   -4)   ال رأي(غیر متأكد-3غیر موافق   -2غیر موافق بشده   -1
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  الممارسات وجھات النظر : الجزء األول
  
  موافق بشده-5موافق   -4)   ال رأي(غیر متأكد-3غیر موافق   -2غیر موافق بشده   -1
  
 الممارسات:ا 

 
  البند 1 2 3 4 5

 
 الرقم

 1  .ال یعطى المعلمون أیة دورات تدریب في عملیة تقییم الكتابھ 1 2 3 4 5
 2  .عند تقییم كتابة الطلبھ ارجع عادة إلى معاییر التقییم 1 2 3 4 5
 3 .عند تقییم أوراق الطلبھ اتاثر باالنطباع والنظرة العامة للموضوع 1 2 3 4 5
  4 .یكتب المشرفون في تقاریرھم تعلیقات على طریقة التقییم والتغذیة الراجعة 1 2 3 4 5
 5 .أعطي الطلبھ كل تمارین الكتابھ الموجودة في الكتاب 1 2 3 4 5
 6  .الطلبةأعطي عادة تعلیقات كتابیة وشفویة على كتابات  1 2 3 4 5

 7 .تخطیط وتعدیل الممارسات الخاطئة في التقییماستعمل معاییر التقییم كوسیلة تساعدني في ال 1 2 3 4 5
 8 .یركز المعلمون عل المیكانیكیات أكثر من جوانب اللغة األخرى 1 2 3 4 5
 9 .اصبر على أخطاء الطلبھ في القواعد الموجودة في كتابات الطلبھ 1 2 3 4 5
 10  .ي عملیة التقییمارجع دائما إلى األوراق التي تم تصحیحھا لكي أحقق الثبات ف 1 2 3 4 5
 11 .اشعر أحیانا إنني افقد القدرة على االستمراریة في الثبات بعد قراءة عدد من أوراق الطلبھ 1 2 3 4 5
 12 .عادة ما أضع خط تحت الخطأ ثم أقوم بتصحیحھ 1 2 3 4 5
ني ال أقوم بقراءة عند قراءة خمسة عشر موضوعا تقریبا إمیل إلى القراءة االنتقائیة بمعنى إن 1 2 3 4 5

  . كل جملھ
13 

 14  . وممتازاعند تقییم أوراق الطلبھ أضع العالمة ثم عبارات مثل جید وجید جد 1 2 3 4 5
 15 .المعاییر المتبعة لتقییم اإلنشاء في المدرسة تشبھ تلك المعمول بھا في الوزارة 1 2 3 4 5
 16  . ھنالك امتحان خاص بالقواعدال أعطي القواعد اھتماما كبیرا ألنھ یوجد  1 2 3 4 5
 17  .عند تقییم الطلبھ أضع خطا تحت الخطأ وال أقوم بتصحیحھ 1 2 3 4 5
 18  .أقیم الطلبھ في الكتابھ بناء على تعلیمات المشرفین 1 2 3 4 5
 19 . اھتم  بتدریس بمھارة اإلنشاء أكثر من االنشغال بطرق التقییم وتعقیداتھ 1 2 3 4 5
 مدركین لھا وبالتالي یتجنبون الوقوع في ا الكتابھ حتى یكونورعادة ما اشرح للطلبة معایی 1 2 3 4 5

 . األخطاء
20 
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  وجھات النظر: ب
  البند 1 2 3 4 5

 
 الرقم

 21  یعطى المعلمون تدریبا وممارسة بما یتعلق بتقییم الكتابھیجب أن  1 2 3 4 5
ثابتة وسھلھ التطبیق ولھذا یلتزم المعلمون بھا , تقییم الكتابھ واضحةالمعاییر المستعملة في  1 2 3 4 5

  .دائما
22 

 23 .نتائج تقییم الكتابھ تساعد المعلمین في مراجعة ممارساتھم فیما یتعلق بتدریس الكتابھ 1 2 3 4 5
  24 .تقییم الكتابھ یجب أن یعتمد على معاییر معتمده و معروفھ 1 2 3 4 5
 25 .اییر المستعملة في تقییم الكتابھ مشتقھ من الھدف من الكتابھالمع 1 2 3 4 5
  .طریقة التقییم الجیدة تركز على األخطاء الكبیرة التي تؤثر في المعنى 1 2 3 4 5

 
26 

أفضل الطرق ھي التي تركز على كل جوانب اللغة مثل القواعد والترتیب واألسلوب  1 2 3 4 5
 . لمیكانیكیاتوالمحتوى والترابط واستعمال ا

27 

 28 .اشعر بان استعمال معاییر التقییم تجعل من عملیة التقییم أكثر دقة 1 2 3 4 5
 29 . صعبھرتقییم عملیة ربط األفكا 1 2 3 4 5
 30  .تمارین الكتابھ الموجودة في الكتاب لیست كافیھ لطالب المرحلة الثانویة 1 2 3 4 5
 یزود المعلمین والطالب بالتغذیة الراجعة ویساھم في تحسین عملیة تقییم الكتابة مفید ألنھ 1 2 3 4 5

  .تعلم وتعلیم الكتابة
31 

 32 .تقییم الكتابھ الفعال مرتبط ارتباطا قویا بتعلیم الكتابھ 1 2 3 4 5
معاییر تقییم الكتابھ تجسر الھوة بین العالمات التي یضعھا المعلمون ذوو الخبرة والمعلمون  1 2 3 4 5

  .قل خبرهاأل
33 

 34  .مالعمل ساعات طویلة في   تقییم كتابة الطلبة قد یوثر في دقة التقیی 1 2 3 4 5
 35 .خبرة المعلمین وانطباعھم وتدریبھم یلعب دورا كبیرا في عملیة التقییم 1 2 3 4 5
 36  .قتا طویالیتجنب المعلمون استعمال الطریقة التحلیلیة في تقییم الكتابھ ألنھا تستغرق و 1 2 3 4 5
المعلمون الذین لیس لدیھم خبره في تقییم الكتابة یستغرقون وقتا طویال في  عملیة التقییم وال  1 2 3 4 5

  یعطون عالمات معتمده أو دقیقھ
37 

امتحان دراسة الثانویة (هعملیة التقییم داخل المدرسة تختلف عن عملیة التقییم في الو زار 1 2 3 4 5
  )العامة

38 

 39 . وأھداف المنھاج الفلسطینيهمعاییر التقییم الجیدة تعكس أھداف الو زار 1 2 3 4 5
یجب أن تعطى الفرصة لمعلمي المرحلة الثانویة للمشاركة في عملیھ تصمیم معاییر تقییم  1 2 3 4 5

  .الكتابة
40 
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  اسألھ موجھھ للمعلمین:الجزء الثاني 
  

تي تستعملھا عادة عند تقییم مواضیع اإلنشاء؟ بعبارة أخرى كیف تقیم كتابة ما ھي الطریقة أو الطرق ال- 1

  الطلبھ؟

  ھل تتبع التعلیمات المذكورة في كتاب المعلم؟- 2

  عند تقییم مواضیع اإلنشاء للطلبة ھل تركز على المعنى ام على التركیب؟- 3

  لمدرسة وعلى مستوى الوزارة؟على مستوى ا) ث2/ث 1(ما رأیك في تقییم اإلنشاء للمرحلة الثانویة - 4

   لتحسین عملیة تقییم الكتابھ؟كما ھي توصیاتك واقتراحات- 5

  .یرجى إضافة أیة تعلیقات أخرى
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Appendix D  
Recommended Method , English for Palestine, Ministry of Education & Higher 

Education(2005)  

Level  

The overall mark(20)  

Criteria  No. 

Between 1and 5 General communicative success  1- 

Between 1 and 5 Accuracy of language, spelling and 

punctuation  

2- 

Between 1 and 5 Range and appropriacy of language 3- 

Between 1 and 5 Fluency and text organization 4- 

Total     
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Appendix E 

Scoring Criteria, Ministry of Education & Higher Education, (2010) 

  

Mark (total mark 20)  Subdivision   No. Of main items 

2 1-correct ideas 

2 2-the sequence and the connection 

of ideas 

2 3-the connection of ideas with the 

subject  

2 4-paragraphing 

A-Ideas 

4 1-choosing the appropriate 

vocabulary  

B-Style 

3 1-follow the grammatical rules 

3 2- spelling 

2  

Total (20)  

3-Punctuation  

C-Language 
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Appendix F 

Composition scoring scheme and sample grades (Gaudiani 1981)  

 (1)Grammar/vocabulary: 

      A=fluent with moments of elegance, few errors 

      B=comprehensible, some errors 

      C=substantial and significant errors 

      D=one or more blocks to communication 

      F=unintelligible 

(2)Stylistic technique: 

      A=skilled use of syntax in terms of content, variation in syntax 

      B=clear, appropriate, and sophisticated syntax 

      C=errors, but attempts at sophistication and appropriateness 

      D=errors and/ or inappropriate syntax 

      F=garbled syntax 

(3)Organization:  

      A=well-organized paragraphs, use of clear topic and summary sentences, convincing, easy 

           to follow   

      B=good evidence of structuring of paragraphs(perhaps an unwieldy use of patterns use of 

patterns of organization)             

      C=some attempts at organization, but few topic, development, summary sequences 

      D=hard to follow, organization undermines intelligibility  

      F= no evidence of planning in structure of paragraphs 

(4)content: 

      A=significant, interesting, appropriate, well thought out, appropriate to assignment  

      B=generally good work, but facts may be unsupported, or repetitions or clichés may be     

           apparent              

      C=careless development of data relevant to content 

      D=no effort to work to make content significant to composition 

      F=incoherent or widely inappropriate content 

 

 

   A well written but poorly organized composition will be graded, for instance, as follows: 

      Grammar/vocabulary           B=3 

      Style                                     A=4  
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      Organization                        C=2 

  3=      Content                                 B  

4=3 or B                                                              ÷    12  

Or, a student who writes unsophisticated syntax in perfect Spanish with little thought about 

organization or content may receive a poor grade despite "perfect" grammar.  

     Grammar/vocabulary           A=4 

      Style                                    D=1  

      Organization                        D=1 

0=      Content                                 F  

4=1.5 or D+                                                       ÷  6  

On the other hand, students who tried hard to write sophisticated sentences, use logical 

connectives, and organize a well thought out content intelligently may make 

grammar/vocabulary errors.  

      Grammar/vocabulary          C=2 

      Style                                     B=3  

      Organization                        B=3 

4 =      Content                                 A  

4=3 or B                                                       ÷  12 

Gaudiani (1981) pp20-21 
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Appendix G  
Source:J.B. Hughey, D.R. Wormuth, V.F.Hartfiel, and H. L. Jacobs. Testing ESL 
Composition: Principles and Techniques. Rowley, MA: Newbury House 1983, pp. 213-14  

ESL COMPOSITION PROFILE  
STUDENT                                   DATE                                   TOPIC                        

COMMENTS CRITERIA  LEVEL SCORE 
 EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: knowledgeable. Substantive. 

Thorough development of thesis. Relevant to assigned topic.  
GOOD TO AVERAGE: some knowledge of the subject, 
adequate range, limited development of the thesis, mostly 
relevant to the topic, but lacks details. 
   FAIR TO POOR: limited knowledge of subject, little 
substance, inadequate development of the topic.  
VERY POOR: does not show knowledge of subject, non-
substantive, not pertinent, or not enough to evaluate. 

30-27  
 
  

26-22 
  
  

21-17 
  

16-13  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

CONTENT 
  
  
  
 
 

 EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: fluent expression, ideas 
clearly stated/ supported, succinct, well organized, logical 
sequencing, cohesive.  
GOOD TO AVERAGE: somewhat choppy, loosely organized 
but main ideas stand out. Limited support. Logical but 
incomplete sequencing . 
FAIR TO POOR: non-fluent, ideas confused or disconnected, 
lacks logical sequencing and development. 
VERY POOR: does not communicate, no organization, or not 
enough to evaluate. 

 

20-18  
 
  

17-14 
 
  

13-10 
 
9-7  

 
 
 
 
 

ORGANIZATION 

 EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: sophisticated range, 
effective word/ idiom choice and range, word from mastery, 
appropriate register.  
GOOD TO AVERAGE: adequate range, occasional errors of 
word idiom/ choice and usage but meaning not obscured.  
FAIR TO POOR: limited range, frequent errors of word/ idiom 
form, choice, usage. Meaning confused or obscured. 
VERY POOR: essentially translation. Little knowledge of 
English vocabulary, idioms, word form, or not enough to 
evaluate.  

20-18  
 
  

17-14 
 

13-10 
 
9-7 
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  
  

VOCABULARY 
 
  
  
  
  
  
 

 EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: effective complex 
constructions. Few errors of agreement. Tense, number. Word 
order/function. Articles. Pronouns and prepositions.  
GOOD TO AVERAGE: effective but simple constructions, 
minor problems in complex constructions, several errors in 
agreement, tense, number, word order/ function, articles, 
pronouns, prepositions but meaning seldom obscured.   
FAIR TO POOR: major problems in simple/ complex 
constructions. Frequent errors in negation, agreement, tense, 
number, word order/ function articles, pronouns, prepositions, 
and or fragments, run-ons deletions, meaning confused or 
obscured.   
VERY POOR: virtually no mastery of sentence construction 
rules, dominated by errors, does not communicate or not 
enough to evaluate. 

 

25-22  
 
 

21-18 
 

 
 

17-11 
 
 
 
 

10-5 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LANGUAGE USE 
  
  

 EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: demonstrates mastery of 
conventions. Few errors of spelling, punctuation, capitalization 
and paragraphing.  
GOOD TO AVERAGE: occasional errors of spelling, 
punctuation, capitalization, paragraphing but meaning not 
obscured.  
FAIR TO POOR: frequent errors of spelling, punctuation, 
capitalization, and paragraphing. Poor hand writing, meaning 
confused or obscured.  
VERY POOR: no mastery of conventions, dominated by errors 
of spelling, punctuation, capitalization, paragraphing, 
handwriting illegible, or not enough to evaluate. 

 

5 
 
 
4 

 
 

3 
 
 
2  

  
  
  
  
  
 
 

MECHANICS 
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Appendix H  

Interview Questions Given to Supervisors and their Answers                       

1-In visiting your teachers, indicate acceptable and unacceptable practices 

concerning the writing assessment and feedback?                                               

A-Acceptable  practices:-  

   1- a-Teachers give students enough time to write before assessing. 

        b-Teachers give students a control role in writing activities. 

   2-No acceptable practices. 

   3-Teachers identify some errors. 

   4-a-Some teachers write a model on the board and ask students to write a 

similar composition after cleaning the board.  

      b-Some teachers personalize the topics, that is if the topic is about the Italian 

food, some teachers ask students to write about Palestinian food.  

   5-They neglect assessing coherence and cohesion.  

   6-Some teachers give writing samples and writing instructions. 

   7-No acceptable practices at all. Most practices are unacceptable. 

   8-a-Giving students writing samples. 

       b-Peer correction is sometimes used. 

   9-No acceptable practices.  

B-Unacceptable practices:- 

   1-a-Teachers correct written compositions blindly. 

      b-Teachers concentrate on guided composition only. 

      c-Teachers ignore the writing activities.  

      d-They ignore the students' role. Writing activities are teacher-centered not 

student-centered.               

   2-a-In general, teachers avoid presenting writing activities when                       

          supervisors visit them because they don't feel confident of their  teaching  

   procedures as well as their assessment approaches.         
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      b-When teachers assess writing, they don't usually follow a clear                   

                   assessment approach and they don't give effective feedback.  

   3-a-Teachers give general writing comments.  

       b-Teachers write their marks without writing any comment concerning the 

topic and the language mistakes.  

   4-Some teachers just write the composition on the board, and ask students to 

copy only.  

   5- a-Teachers deal only with some mistakes.                                                       

        b- They focus on grammatical errors and mechanics.                                     

        c-They ignore content.  

   6-a-Teachers write the writing samples to avoid checking or assessing.  

       b-If they evaluate students' writing, their assessment will not be precise. 

       c-In writing, teachers depend on individual work. In other words, only good 

students are involved in the writing activities.          

   7-a-We rarely find teachers who are interested in the writing skill. 

       b-Teachers focus the sentence and the paragraph level rather than the essay 

level.  

       c-Real writing practice is not enough. 

       d-Answers are given to students by writing them on the board. So, teachers 

assess their own answers.  

       e-Most students copy the writing task from the guides at home. 

   8-a-Teachers write vague terms like "seen" as a corrective feedback. 

       b-Some teachers fill students' papers with red marks.  

   9-Teachers write only "seen" as a corrective feedback. 

2-What is your opinion towards the criteria for the assessment of writing 

adopted by the Ministry of Education?  

1-Unclear answer. 

2-Generally speaking, the assessment of writing which is adopted by the 

Ministry is good and effective.  
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3-They need to be modified to be fair enough.   

4-I taught English for more than eighteen years. There was no criteria for the 

assessment of writing.  

5-Unclear instructions are given to the teachers. So, teachers behave differently. 

No follow up activities to remedy students' weakness in writing.   

6-It is an arbitrary one  and lacks main components of acceptable criteria. 

7- The Ministry of education only gives us the distribution of marks to be given 

for the writing skill. The criteria given in Tawjihi is not applied by the teachers.  

8- The criteria don't focus on fluency. 

9- The criteria are good. 

3-Do teachers follow the scoring standards given to them?  

1-No, the weakness of the students in this skill may affect teachers' scoring.  

2-Most of the teachers don't follow the scoring standards given to them. 

3-Most of them don't follow the scoring standards, except for some 

distinguished male teachers and some female women teachers.  

4-No answer. 

5-Most of them don't follow the scoring standards given to them. They prefer to 

assess holistically.  

6-The standards given don't reflect the reality of the students ability in 

writing.(They don't diagnose the strengths and the weaknesses of the students in 

the writing skill).   

7-Teachers don't give attention to the whole skill. 

8-The rarely follow these standards because the personal side often comes to the 

scene.   

9-Yes. 

4-Why do you choose this or these standards in particular?  

1-Because they cover most of the writing difficulties. 

2-From my experience, I found that using clear standards is very effective and 

fair because I find them suitable.  
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3-Standards are not chosen. They are given by the Ministry. They are not 

negotiated.  

4-No answer is given.  

5-They think that these standards are the main points to emphasize on. 

6-So as to identify individual differences between the students.  

7-To make all teachers stick to similar standards. 

8- They focus on accuracy. 

9- Because these standards may lead students to self correction. 

5-Do you use the same standards every year? Why?  

1-No, because students levels change.  

2-No, I usually try to use the standards that suit the level of students, but I stick 

to the main points.  

3-Sometimes, I use the same. When I feel the students still have weakness in 

certain points. Sometimes I tell the teachers to change.  

4-No answer is given. 

5-Generally, the same standards are used. 

6-Yes, because they are mostly known and common. 

7-Yes, because I am not free to choose my own. 

8-Yes, we use them because they have a common understanding. 

9-Yes, in order to be realistic. 

6-Have you ever given teachers any training courses in writing assessment 

and feedback? If yes, how often?  

1-No. 

2-Yes, once, especially novice teachers. 

3-I used to tell them about that in visits. 

4-No, I haven't but I am planning to give them about such a topic in the future. 

5-Yes, but rarely. 

6-Yes, in evaluation and measurement training courses. His happens 

occasionally and mainly to novice teachers.  
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7-Yes, once a year. We give them training courses about how to teach writing 

not how to assess it.  

8-Very often especially in individual meetings. 

9-Yes, every year for a one day training course. 

7-When writing your teachers' reports, do you usually write comments on 

writing assessment and feedback? Give samples of these comments?  

1-Yes, we usually do that. For example, you should read and assess your students 

work well. You should underline the errors and ask students to repeat them.  

2-Yes, I do. I try to give comments on writing especially when I find that the 

teachers don't give suitable feedback to their students.  

3-Yes, comments are very important in order to guide the student. 

4-Yes, comments about spelling. 

5-Yes, only comments about spelling, ideas and unity.  

6-Most of the teachers avoid teaching writing in front of the supervisors because it 

is a productive skill and students find great difficulty in writing. Some teachers skip 

this skill.  

7-I have never observed a writing lesson. Writing is a forgotten skill. 

8-Only if the lesson is on writing. 

9-Sometimes , especially when I attend a writing lesson.  
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Appendix I 

The Ministry's Writing Exam (2010-2011) 

  بسم اهللا الرحمن الرحیم
Writing Exam(2010-2011)  

Composition:-                                                                                  (20 points) 
Write about 120 words about One of the following topics. 

 1-Write a short essay of three paragraphs about "My favorite place" . 
     Follow the following patterns and make use of the given ideas: 

Paragraph one: introduce the place and say where it is.  

Paragraph two: describe the place, use positive adjectives and phrases 

(interesting, fascinating, unusual, good, the best, pleasant, enjoyable, relaxing 

friendly, quiet, exciting, lively, beautiful, famous, wonderful.  

Paragraph three: why you like it, how it is different from other places. 

 

2-Write a letter to the Ford Company Manager, Mr Munir, PO Box 551, 

Tulkarm, applying for the post of mechanic engineer, advertised in Al-Quds 

Daily Newspaper. Your name is Khalid Ali and you live at 40al-wehda Street, 

Al-Remal, Gaza.  

(Talk about your experience, languages, qualifications and other skills) 
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Appendix J 

Samples of Supervisors' Reports  
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Appendix K  

Samples of Students' Written Work Gathered from Schools  
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Appendix L  
Samples of Students' Scored Compositions  
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Appendix M  

Permission of Distributing the Questionnaire and Conducting the 

Interviews  
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Appendix N  

Mark distribution of 30 compositions scored by 20 high school English teachers using the holistic scoring approach, the 

Palestinian scoring approach and the TWE analytical scoring  approach. 
  
  
  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

No. H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A 

1 12 10 8 10 4 6 17 18 16 10 17 16 8 4 5 12 16 7 16 16 12 15 14 12 7 5 4 15 10 13 

2 14 10 11 10 4 6 18 16 16 13 12 14 10 3 5 10 12 13 12 11 12 16 9 10 5 3 4 17 15 14 

3 16 10 14 7 4 5 18 16 17 16 11 13 7 5 6 8 13 11 11 9 11 13 14 11 7 4 5 11 13 10 

4 17 15 13 12 8 6 19 19 19 13 10 10 8 6 5 17 16 15 19 18 17 18 17 16 10 6 3 16 17 16 

5 11 9 7 9 3 5 16 18 15 10 16 16 9 4 5 11 15 6 16 15 10 14 13 12 8 6 4 15 10 12 

6 15 10 14 10 7 4 18 17 17 16 15 14 10 9 7 16 16 15 16 16 15 17 16 17 8 6 5 16 15 14 

7 12 9 11 13 9 6 19 18 18 15 14 13 9 8 8 16 15 14 18 17 16 15 14 13 6 6 5 17 15 15 

8 16 16 8 7 4 5 17 18 18 16 12 12 7 6 8 8 16 15 16 15 15 16 16 17 6 5 4 14 12 12 

9 16 15 10 12 7 5 18 18 18 13 12 12 9 5 4 16 15 14 19 16 16 17 16 16 7 4 6 11 13 11 

10 12 10 8 11 9 4 19 18 17 16 13 13 8 5 5 14 14 12 10 15 15 13 15 16 6 6 4 16 17 15 

11 10 8 8 7 3 3 17 18 18 10 14 13 6 6 5 13 14 13 12 12 14 16 16 13 5 6 6 17 15 13 

12 10 10 9 9 6 5 19 18 17 13 12 11 7 6 5 16 12 10 16 18 18 18 17 17 7 5 5 16 16 12 

13 15 14 11 12 9 7 18 17 19 16 11 11 7 5 6 17 16 15 18 17 15 16 10 12 5 5 4 14 15 13 

14 15 14 13 10 8 4 19 19 18 13 13 14 8 6 5 8 13 12 19 18 17 14 13 13 8 7 6 17 16 12 

15 13 10 8 12 8 5 18 18 18 14 15 13 10 5 3 12 10 10 12 15 15 16 16 16 10 9 9 18 18 14 

16 12 9 7 10 7 4 17 18 19 16 13 12 8 6 6 10 10 10 16 17 17 13 14 11 9 8 4 16 16 12 

17 10 8 7 12 8 5 18 19 19 10 16 16 8 6 5 15 16 12 16 15 16 14 14 15 7 7 5 15 10 11 

18 15 14 12 7 4 4 18 16 16 17 15 16 7 5 4 17 16 16 12 12 14 16 10 12 5 5 4 15 14 10 

19 12 11 10 9 5 3 18 15 16 18 17 17 8 5 5 16 15 14 16 16 14 14 14 13 8 6 3 15 15 13 

20 12 12 10 9 6 4 19 18 16 16 18 15 6 6 4 18 14 14 18 17 17 18 16 16 7 8 4 17 15 14 
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  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
No. H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A 
1 13 13 10 6 6 6 13 12 10 13 10 10 17 14 16 12 8 12 8 5 6 17 10 14 12 8 8 5 4 4 
2 14 12 12 13 8 10 14 12 13 15 8 11 16 16 15 7 8 6 6 4 7 16 13 15 13 12 10 4 3 4 
3 14 10 10 6 7 6 10 12 15 10 12 15 15 12 16 9 13 12 6 6 6 12 5 5 11 10 15 5 7 7 
4 19 18 16 8 5 4 18 17 16 15 15 14 18 18 16 15 15 15 6 5 4 17 18 13 14 14 17 6 4 12 
5 14 12 9 5 5 4 12 13 10 12 10 9 17 14 13 12 8 7 9 6 7 16 14 10 13 8 7 5 3 3 
6 18 16 14 5 6 5 13 12 9 15 14 14 18 16 15 12 10 11 9 9 8 15 14 14 10 11 10 6 6 4 
7 16 16 10 5 5 4 14 14 12 16 15 14 17 16 14 15 14 8 6 5 4 17 17 16 12 10 9 6 4 3 
8 14 11 11 12 10 8 16 16 11 15 15 13 18 16 16 16 11 10 7 6 6 17 14 12 14 15 13 7 7 5 
9 15 13 12 10 8 6 17 16 15 15 12 10 15 16 12 10 10 8 8 6 5 14 15 11 11 10 14 6 3 3 

10 14 12 11 6 6 5 18 16 13 13 10 7 16 18 16 13 12 10 9 6 6 10 17 11 14 13 11 8 7 6 
11 16 16 12 7 6 5 12 13 11 14 12 12 16 15 15 9 12 11 6 5 3 7 9 12 13 14 11 8 4 4 
12 13 10 10 6 4 3 15 12 10 15 15 10 15 13 16 15 12 10 8 8 7 17 17 12 14 14 12 6 4 10 
13 13 13 12 13 10 10 12 13 10 14 13 12 17 16 15 10 9 8 7 6 6 10 12 14 12 10 15 5 6 6 
14 18 18 16 10 11 9 18 17 14 15 14 11 18 18 17 12 10 10 6 6 6 16 12 10 13 12 12 6 5 4 
15 14 12 13 7 7 4 12 10 10 11 10 10 16 15 15 12 8 6 7 6 4 16 13 15 8 11 11 8 8 7 
16 15 15 13 8 7 6 12 14 10 14 11 8 16 17 17 13 9 9 5 8 6 8 10 12 10 12 12 9 12 10 
17 13 14 12 6 7 5 14 13 12 16 16 12 17 18 18 12 10 8 6 4 5 18 17 14 11 13 14 6 5 5 
18 17 16 13 9 7 6 10 10 9 15 11 9 15 12 17 10 10 9 6 5 4 14 10 10 15 15 14 5 7 6 
19 16 16 12 5 4 3 12 11 10 14 12 10 16 16 15 12 12 8 6 7 7 12 8 10 15 12 13 6 5 5 
20 14 14 10 8 8 6 13 12 10 10 10 9 17 16 16 9 9 8 8 6 4 16 14 15 12 12 16 5 7 6 
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  21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
No. H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A H P A 
1 12 12 10 10 7 7 7 3 5 12 12 10 6 3 2 12 8 11 16 18 16 8 8 6 12 10 13 5 5 5 
2 11 6 6 7 5 7 7 4 4 12 15 13 8 5 6 11 7 9 16 10 13 10 9 10 16 14 15 10 7 8 
3 10 13 13 7 7 7 7 5 6 16 15 14 6 7 10 12 10 12 17 17 18 10 10 11 11 16 15 5 5 5 
4 13 11 3 6 4 10 7 4 3 12 10 10 5 3 2 10 10 10 18 18 17 8 6 4 11 10 9 6 3 2 
5 12 13 10 6 7 5 7 5 3 12 13 10 6 4 3 12 11 8 16 18 15 8 9 5 13 12 10 11 6 5 
6 13 13 10 10 6 6 6 6 5 12 12 9 6 6 5 10 11 12 17 18 18 8 7 7 14 12 13 10 6 6 
7 13 12 11 7 7 5 7 6 5 14 13 10 10 7 8 12 9 8 18 16 17 10 9 7 11 11 10 6 4 3 
8 11 10 8 6 5 4 5 5 4 12 13 12 7 4 5 12 8 10 17 17 17 9 9 8 14 13 10 5 4 5 
9 10 10 8 6 6 6 7 5 5 16 15 14 8 6 5 10 10 9 18 18 14 10 9 9 11 10 13 6 3 3 

10 10 12 13 8 7 5 7 5 6 15 14 12 5 4 3 9 8 7 16 18 18 8 7 6 13 14 14 10 8 7 
11 7 10 11 7 6 5 6 5 4 14 14 12 8 5 6 10 10 8 15 16 17 7 9 5 15 16 16 6 3 3 
12 11 11 10 7 7 6 7 4 3 12 11 10 6 4 2 13 8 7 18 18 16 5 8 5 16 12 13 5 5 4 
13 11 8 8 7 5 7 7 7 4 13 12 10 8 8 7 12 11 10 18 16 18 10 8 6 10 16 14 6 6 6 
14 10 11 11 5 4 3 6 4 4 15 14 12 5 3 3 11 9 9 19 18 18 8 9 6 12 14 15 10 8 8 
15 12 13 13 6 7 6 8 4 4 16 15 12 6 4 4 12 11 10 16 13 12 9 7 7 14 10 10 6 4 4 
16 14 10 10 10 8 5 6 5 5 12 12 10 9 7 7 10 10 9 16 17 15 10 8 6 15 12 12 10 8 3 
17 12 14 10 6 4 4 5 4 3 14 14 12 8 6 4 8 8 10 17 17 16 8 8 7 16 15 13 10 7 8 
18 10 10 10 4 8 7 4 4 4 12 13 11 6 6 6 10 10 12 18 16 15 8 10 6 15 13 11 5 5 4 
19 13 12 12 6 7 5 6 4 3 13 10 10 5 4 4 11 12 13 19 16 17 8 7 5 14 12 10 6 3 3 
20 12 12 10 7 6 6 4 3 3 16 15 12 6 7 7 15 12 11 18 18 18 7 8 5 14 12 10 7 6 5 
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   Arabic Abstract  

  ملخص باللغة العربیھ

  نقدیة دراسة: لطالب المرحلھ الثانویھ في فلسطین الكتابھ  تقییمدراسة ممارسات

  

بم  ا یخ  ص ، االنجلیزی  ة اللغ  ة ف ي  الكتاب  ة ھ  ي بح  ث تجریب  ي یرك ز عل  ى تقی  یم مھ  ارة  الدراس  ة         ھ ذه  

 م ن قب ل   الكتاب ة كیفی ة تقی یم     تب ین أن الدراس ة تح اول  .  الثانوي في فلسطین األولامتحان التوجیھي وطالب    

 بم  ا الثانوی ة  المرحل ة  م  ن ممارس ات ووجھ ات نظ ر معلم  ي    الدراس ة  تحقق ت  اكم  . االنجلیزی ة  اللغ ة معلم ي  

 دراسة مع اییر  إلى أیضا الدراسةوتھدف .  الثانوي والثاني الثانوياألول لكل من طالب   الكتابةیخص تقییم   

 ال  ذین  ی  ستفید المھنی  ونأن الباح  ث ویأم  لھ  ذا . صفین الم  ذكورین لل  الكتاب  ة والتعل  یم لتقی  یم  التربی  ةوزارة 

 والب  احثین وواض  عي واإلداری  ینك  المعلمین والم  شرفین  أجنبی  ھ كلغ  ة االنجلیزی  ة اللغ  ةیعمل  ون ف  ي مج  ال  

 ت ضمنت اس تبیانا یتك ون    ،أدوات ت م اس تخدام ث الث    ،الدراس ة  ھ ذه  وإلجراء. الدراسةالمناھج من نتائج ھذه    

 اإلن شاء  وتقی یم بع ض مواض یع    ،االنجلیزی ة  اللغ ة  مقابالت مع بعض معلمي وم شرفي      وإجراء ،جزأینمن  

 المعلم ین  وجھ ات نظ ر   أن النت ائج  أظھ رت  ، وب شكل ع ام  .التحق ق م ن تق اریر بع ض الم شرفین       إضافة إلى   

ن ھ ب الرغم    اأی ضا وت شیر النت ائج   .  كان ت متوس طھ  الراجعة التغذیة واستعمال الكتابةوممارساتھم اتجاه تقییم   

 یب دو غی ر واض ح ف ي ممارس ات      اإلدراك ھذا أن إال ،الكتابة تقییم ألھمیة والتعلیم   التربیة وزارة   إدراكمن  

  .الراجعة والتغذیة الكتابة دورات تدریبیھ لتقییم تنظیم بات من الضروري المعلمین مما یعني انھ

  

  

  

  

  

  


